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LEDOGAR, JUDITH WOLFINGER. Dress and Nudity in the Iconography 
of the Florentine Renaissance Woman. (1982) 
Directed by: Prof. Lavina Franck. QjaSpp. 

This study identifies and interprets the female iconographies 

of the Florentine Renaissance. Through the art of the Florentine 

Renaissance, this study shows the relationship of the female 

iconographies to the changing appearance of the Florentine Woman 

from about 1300 to 1550. The female form, nude and clothed, was 

used to personify man's changing interpretations of his universe. 

Extensive research was done in the social history, philosophy, 

religion and fashions of the Florentine Renaissance. Over 800 

photographs were taken of paintings and drawings of women of the 

Florentine Renaissance. Of these, 113 photographs were incorpo

rated into this study. It became apparent that the iconographies 

depended not only upon the socio-psychological attitudes of 

Renaissance man, but also upon the techniques, media, insights 

and the genius of the artists who were communicating the messages. 

The iconographies of woman during the Florentine Renaissance 

perpetuate the universal ideas of man. The paintings selected 

show a chronological progression from the impersonal iconography 

of the Queen of Heaven to the iconography of a warm and personal 

mother and from a teacher who shows man how to become civilized 

through the awakening of the senses, to a teacher who instructs 

man in the ways of sacred love so that he can arrive at a union 

with God. The changes in the iconographies were from abstract 



idealism to humanistic idealism. The iconographies can "be divided 

into the two categories of teacher-Eve-Venus and mother-Virgin-

Venus. There is some overlapping, but the iconographies remain 

fairly distinct until the end of the Florentine Renaissance. The 

mother iconography is very clear and strong throughout the entire 

period culminating in the merger of human idealism and spiritual 

idealism in the Madonna del Granduca by Raphael. 

The influence of the humanistic movement is pervasive, reaching 

its greatest acceleration during the neo-Platonic period under the 

guidance of Ficino. Botticelli's paintings express the philosophy 

of the Platonic Academy best. After 1500, there is a downward 

turn when the humanistic iconography of woman begins to lose its 

spiritual value and becomes plainly erotic. The message that the 

iconographies convey to us is that at the beginning of the Floren

tine Renaissance, the universe was beyond man's reach, and toward 

the end of the Florentine Renaissance, the universe was within 

man's reach. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to identify and interpret the 

female iconographies of the Florentine Renaissance and to show 

through the art of the Florentine Renaissance the relationship of 

the iconographies to the changing appearance of the Florentine woman 

from about 1300 to 1550. 

As the artists of the Renaissance fulfilled their commissions 

by decorating the churches and homes of their patrons, they also 

revealed Renaissance Man's attitude towards his universe. The female 

form, nude or clothed, has been utilized in metaphorical representa

tions by man to interpret the meaning of life. There is a need to 

investigate the relationship between existing historical data about 

the metaphors of women in the universe of man and how these female 

metaphors are depicted in visual iconographies. 

This study includes an overview of the Florentine Renaissance 

from about 1300 to 1550. It identifies the traditional iconographies 

of women and examines the iconographies represented during the 

Florentine Renaissance. This study examines the theological and 

philosophical attitudes, beliefs, and superstitions about women in 

relation to the iconographies of Florentine Renaissance woman. It 

investigates how female anatomy in works of art was perceived and the 

role of nudity and clothing in depicting the female metaphors of the 

Florentine Renaissance. The works of art used for identification 
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and interpretation of the iconographies of the Florentine Renaissance 

woman are by artists who were from Tuscany or who had. painted, while 

in Tuscany during the period from about 1300 to 1550. In addition to 

the reference made to Byzantine icons, major artists are included 

from Giotto to Michelangelo. Titian, although Venetian, is included 

because the Florentine Mannerist Style culminates in his work. This 

study is limited to the Florentine Renaissance period because it has 

been generally called the birthdate of our modern age. 

i 

The analysis and interpretations of the paintings are those of 

the author who also accepts responsibility for the interpretations of 

the iconographies, the summary and the recommendations of this study. 

Definitions 

The following are definitions of some terms that are relevant to 

this study. 

Florentine Renaissance; The Florentine Renaissance encompasses 

the period from approximately 1300 to 1550. It occurs specifically 

in the city-state of Florence, Italy and generally in the surrounding 

province of Tuscany. Since Florence was a wealthy town, it was a 

mecca for artists, architects, and other craftsmen. Its rulers, 

merchants, and bankers imprinted their influence on Tuscany which 

included such towns as Siena, Assisi, Eistoia, Brato, and Pisa. In 

turn, Florence, an international banking and textile industrial 

center, was influenced by other states and countries with whom it did 

business. 
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Iconography: An iconography is a set of symbolic forms which 

becomes the personification of a specific idea. 'What we think about 

an iconography is inexorably related to what we feel about the whole 
1 

universe. 

Symbology; Symbology is the art of expressing imaginative 

universals, which are presented by metaphors, in a concrete way. 
2 

For example, a cube may present a metaphor of a stable form. 

Clothing: Clothing is the immediate environment of the human 

body. It is that which encloses space and gives outer expression to 

one's inner self. 

Nudity: Nudity is the human form with the absence of covering. 

The question is that of degree, since the nude form may seem either 

covered or uncovered to the observer. The elements of appearance 

may also be intended to enhance nudity. 

Dress: Dress is a man-fabricated covering for the human form 

which may be unstructured or fitted. The covering may be seamed or 

draped, tied, pinned or knotted. 

Appearance: Appearance is comprised of the human nude form and 

human silhouette. Dress, adornment, mutilation, decorative painting, 

scarification, and deformation of the human body may be utilized to 

enhance appearance. 

_ 

E. H. Gombrich, Symbolic Images; Studies in the Art of the 
Renaissance (Oxford: Phaidon Press, 1978), pp. 125, 126, 12b. 

2 
Ibid., pp. 183-187. 
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Appearance is used to communicate rank, class, and wealth. 

During the Florentine Renaissance, the upper class resorted to sumptuary 

laws to prevent the lower classes from imitating their mode of dress. 

Real fashion began with the rise of the middle class, the development 
3 

of the towns and the increase in bourgeoisie power. 

During the Florentine Renaissance, man began to question his 

universe and found himself worthy of study. In that anthropocentric 

era, the great names of humanism, from St. Francis, Petrarch, Dante, 

Giotto, through Michelangelo contributed to 250 years of intellectual, 

artistic and literary stimulation that climaxed with the High Renais

sance. The focus shifted from Florence to Venice and then to Rome. 

As the Renaissance humanist continued to re-examine his existence 

in relation to his universe, his values and attitudes became more 

sophisticated. The popularization of the Tuscan dialect among the 

intelligentsia and later the invention of the printing press made the 

dissemination of information easier. The personification of ideas 

through the traditional iconographies of women underwent a trans

formation. The universal, unobtainable lady metamorphosed to an 

erotic, peasant woman. 

This study illustrates how Renaissance man expressed his attitudes 

towards his universe through two progenitorial female metaphors 

which persisted throughout the evolution of the iconographies. The 

3 
Anne Hollender, Seeing Through Clothes (New York: Viking Press, 

1978), p. 362. 



two metaphors are teacher and mother: the Virgin-Venus. Because of 

Renaissance man's interest in antiquity and manuscripts written in 

the original Latin, Greek and Hebrew and his belief in Pythagoras' 

thesis that man is the measure of all things, the iconographies of 

woman became humanized. 
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CHAPTER II 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE FLORENTINE RENAISSANCE 

The most significant feature of the Florentine Renaissance 'was 
k 

its male solidarity. It was literally a time for the Renaissance 

man—the -wealthy, well-educated, egocentric man who discovered himself 

and did not find himself -wanting. There was nothing he could not do, 

and he was superior to all things except, perhaps, God. As he saw it, 

it was a woman's privilege to be man's wife. Since woman looked at 

herself through man's eyes, she concurred. 

These were unique times. Florence had become the center of 

culture in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and reached her 

zenith in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. The tremendous 

wealth, the changing social and political character of the times, the 

art patronage, the dominance of the Medici family, and a disenchant

ment with the Christian Church were factors -which contributed in 

making the Florentine Renaissance both the most dazzling and the 

most sordid of all times. 

The Founding of Florence 

It has often been said that Tuscany is -where the modern world 
5 

originated. This territory was at the crossroads for people 

5 

Taped Lecture by David Herlihy, College in Tuscany and Umbria, 
Associated Harvard Alumni, 14 June 1981. 

5 
Ibid., 8 June 1981. 
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journeying from Rome to Germany and from Rome to Paris. The towns 

in this territory were originally "built by the Etruscans, hence the 

modern name of Tuscany. The Etruscan towns were built on hilltops 

as a means of defense. In order to interact with one another, the 

Etruscans built fine roads for human movement, communication and 
6 

transportation. 

On top of one of these hills was the Etruscan town of Ilesole 

(Faesulae). In 187 B.C., at the foot of this same hill, the Roman 

town of Florence (Florentina) was established along the banks of the 

Arno River. Florence flourished as a Roman town and became an im-

portant center because the roads from every direction extended through 

the city. An abundant supply of water from the Arno River also con

tributed to the growth of the city. 

Florence was invaded by the Goths, Byzantines and Lombards, all 

of whom contributed to the total destruction of Florence as a Roman 

city. Charlemagne was responsible for the reconstruction of Florence 

in the eighth century. Around 1100, the urban life of Florence 

revived, and by 1200, the economy of Florence was prosperous. It 

depended primarily on the banking and the artisan industries, but, 

in addition, a new important industry developed which was the fin

ishing of woolen cloth. Florence was well on its way to becoming 

the financial and cultural capital of the western world. 

5 
Ibid., lU June 1981. 
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Urban Planning 

The planning of urban Florence embodied the Renaissance ideal of 

diversity. Architecture reinforces the values of the people -who 

create it. In the case of Florence, the total plan was harmonious, 

although there was a conscious attempt at variety. Civic buildings 
7 

were not supposed to resemble church architecture or vice versa. 

Even today, Florence is recognized by many as a fine-cut jewel along 

the Arno River (Figure 1). 

The walls and towers were not only used to defend the city but 

to define the perimeter of the city as well. They kept the towns

people in and foreigners out. The growth of the town was organic, 

that is, housing developed to meet the needs of the people. Florence 

was divided into quarters: Santo Spirito, Santo Croce, Santa Maria 

Novella, and San Giovanni. Each of these quarters was further divided 

into quarters or wards, making up a total of sixteen wards or dis

tricts. These ancestral districts were dominated by the great 

Florentine clans. 

In the late medieval period, Florence grew up around the piazzas. 

The buildings were arranged around these open spaces rather than 

having spaces left over after the edifices were built. This planning 

was intentional. The piazzas were of utmost importance for public, 

human interaction. The town squares served as marketplaces. They 

also gave concrete evidence that the economy was no longer dominated 

7 
Taped Lecture by Christine Smith, College in Tuscany and Umbria, 

Associated Harvard Alumni, 9 June 1981. 



Fig. 1. Florence Today 
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"by the original settlers, the Magnates, (Figure 2) "but, instead, 

by the merchants and the guilds. 

Itmrri gration and Population 

By 1250, a republican form of government emerged as Florence 

became one of the most influential cities in Europe. During the 

thirteenth century, there "was spectacular growth in the population of 

Florence. Around 1300, the time of Dante and Giotto, Florence was 

the largest of all cities •with a population of 120,000. Then came 

the mid-century banking failures, drought, and the Black Plague. 

The Black Plague of 13*48 reduced the population to 60,000. By 1^27, 

there were fewer than U0,000 people and the population remained at 

that level until 1^80. From lU80 until 1555) the population in-
9 

creased to 56,000. 

Medieval Europe had been dominated by a peasant society, and the 

unit of labor was the family for economic as well as biological 

reasons. Adults who did not marry were forced to leave the rural 

environment, and consequently, they were drawn to the cities. In 

Tuscany, during the period from 1300 to 1550, one out of four people 

lived in the towns. This was a remarkably large proportion con

sidering the problem of recrxiitment and generational replacement of 

the population. 

8 
Herlihy taped lectxire, 8 June 1981. 
9 
Ibid., 15 June 1981. 



Fig. 2. The San Gimignano Towers of the Magnates. 
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Immigration tends to toe selective, and the early Tuscan towns 

became communities of young men 'who became the skilled workers, 

such as the weavers, musicians, innkeepers and shoemakers. Young 

men became productive workers through years of apprenticeship at 

veiy low pay in guild workshops or in businesses. As a result, men 

in the cities tended to remain bachelors for an extraordinarily long 

period of time (Figure 3)• 

The towns attracted many other immigrants for diverse reasons. 

There were many urban widows. Since farm work required the coopera

tive energies of couples, farm widows were forced to give up their 

rural way of life to seek housing and protection in the cities. 

The rich nobility came to the cities to seek social and political 

power and prestige. They believed that some of the wealth of the 

very rich was common wealth which had to be distributed among the 

very needy in a society. Therefore, the wealthy created urban 

distribution centers for charities. Such largesse, in turn, attracted 

the very poor. The waves of immigration to Florence resulted in 

innovative life styles and creative new ideas. Florence was a stimu

lating, though aleatory place to live. It was a lodestone for a 
10 

core of young men with brilliance, vitality, and talent. 

The fifteenth-century Tuscans were great keepers of records, 

and that is one of the reasons so much is known about them. Herlihy 

said the Florentines avoided ambiguity and their methods were 

— 
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Fig. 3. Bottega. Engraving of 15th Centtiry Craftsmen at 
their Workshops. 
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suitable to modern data processing. They had a sense of realism, 

an affinity for facts, and a practical understanding of human natural 

resources. In order to marshal their fiscal resources, the first 

census -was taken in Florence in 1^27- In lb29, a system of birth 

registration was started since any man (no women) aspiring to public 

office had to prove he was born in Florence. 

These early records reveal that the character of the economy 

placed a premium on human skills. The Florentines were truly efficient 

in recruiting the best legal, secretarial, financial, and artistic 

talents. The records also show how the political transition was 

made from rule under the guilds and the populo to patrimony tinder the 

great families. The munificence of the cultural patrimony was so 

extraordinary that it is difficult to conceive by today's standards. 

The records further reveal that the economic burden was on the 

shoulders of the very young adults. There was an extreme waste of 

youth power and a low survival rate among the young. Infant mortality 

was enormously high. People were simply insensitive to the needs of 

children. The Balia, wet-nurses, were common and this limited the 

bonding between mother and child. There was no supervision of the 

Balia and even less of the children left in their care. Such lack of 

sensitivity produced adults with sanguinary behavior if they somehow 

managed to survive their childhood. 

In the fifteenth century, the life expectancy was about thirty 

years. The age of entry into careers would, therefore, be quite low, 

— 
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and young people achieved prominence at a very early age. The 

Florentine period was noteworthy for those men who were able to 

achieve tremendous brilliance in a short length of time. This epoch 

was also marked by a lack of human restraint and a lack of wisdom 

which comes with time and age. Because of the rapid turnover of 

prominent and brilliant young people, Florence enjoyed the ambiance 

of novelty, new styles, and new viewpoints. This atmosphere changed 

in the sixteenth century when entrance into professions and the arts 

became more difficult as the population stabilized and matured. 

From 1300 to 1550, Florence was a hazardous place in which to 

live. People lived side by side with death. It was accepted as a 

fact of life that death was caused by something other than nature. 

Women died of childbirth, and men died by assassination or in wars. 

Famines and plagues added to the uncertainties of life. This contri

buted to the superstitious beliefs and the fascination with astrology. 

The wheel of fortune was the symbol of the ups and downs of life, 

of birth and death. 

There was a remarkably wide fluctuation in life expectancy over 

the period. Prior to 1300, the environment was relatively epidemic-

free. People ccruld have expected to live to the ripe old age of 

forty. By 1350, due to the Black Plague and other perils, life 

expectancy was cut in half to the age of twenty. In 1427» life ex

pectancy climbed to 30 years and then to *K) years by 1550. These 

figures can be misleading because of the extraordinarily high death 

rate of children. For example, if a person survived all the hazards 
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of childhood and made it to the age of 20, that person had a fairly-

good chance of survival for another 25 years. In Florence, the 

rich lived somewhat longer than the poor "because of better diet and 

sanitary conditions. By the fifteenth century, women held a slight 

edge over men in longevity. This may be due to the number of "widows 

•who refused or were unable to remarry. Abstinence was the best 
12 

contraceptive method known at the time. 

Women and Marriage 

Not until the thirteenth century did the Christian Chtirch succeed 

in taking over the institution of marriage. Polygamy was usual 

until then. The church promoted monogamy, indissoluable marriage, 

and the prohibition of incest, fornication, and adultery. The 

marriage ceremony itself became a sacrament only in 1^39s and it was 

not until 1563 that the Catholic Church first made the presence of a 
13 

priest mandatory for a valid and binding marriage. 

These facts make it evident that, -whether or not such was the 

intention of the Christian Church, it took the leadership in giving 

women a security that never existed before then. It elevated women 

from being property to be used and tossed aside to being an equal 

half in a valid and binding contract that could not be broken at 

whim. The principles, promulgated by the Christian Church, carried 
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•weight with the masses because they were enforceable by the threat 

of excommunication and eternal damnation. 

In Florence, no one married for love. The capriciousness of 

romance or passion in marriage was deliberately shunned. Marriages 

were considered social, political or economical alliances. The 

bride's father provided a generous dowry; otherwise it would have 

been virtually impossible for a girl to get a husband since marriage 
Ik 

was strictly a business partnership. 

In analyzing the 1^27 census of Florence, Herlihy discovered 

some interesting data about marriage that differed from what was 

generally assumed as true. For her first marriage, the city woman 

was, on the average, 17 l/2 years of age. At 15, she became marriage

able, and if she were still unmarried by the age of 20, either she 

was consigned to a convent or she entered domestic service. On the 

other hand, a man did not marry until about 30 years of age, leaving 

a difference of more than 13 years between a man and woman at their 

first, marriage. There were many older bachelors and widows but 

few spinsters (except for domestic servants, slaves, and nuns). 

Since most men were neither in a financial position to do so, 

nor expected to marry before 30, and most women were pressured into 

marriage between 15 and 18, there were proportionately more marriage

able maidens than available eligible men. The negotiating advantage 

Francis William Kent, Household and Lineage in Renaissance 
Florence (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), pp. 91-99• 



of the families with daughters thus deteriorated, thereby creating 

a dowry inflation throughout the Florentine Renaissance. 

During the period from 1300 to 1^27, the economic function of 

upper-class women began to change. Peasant and artisan women were 

always economic assets since they were expected to be contributing 

workers in the household. On the other hand, the aristocratic city 

women lost their economic function and subsequently lost value as 

entities. This is another reason why they had to settle for unfavor

able terms at high dowry costs to their families on the marriage 
15 

market. 

The lk-27 census data revealed that households in Florence were 

quite small. As many as 20 per cent of the households were only 

one-person domiciles consisting of bachelors or widows. The average 
16 

size household had 3.8 people. Such households could not be self-

sustaining and, therefore, had to rely on outside ties for support. 

As a result, the people of these households cultivated social networks 

and a real effort was made to develop good manners in order to facili

tate human interaction. II Cortegiano, by Baldassare Castiglione, 

written in 1529j was a book on court etiquette that took Italy and 

Europe by storm. The cultivation of personal relations was one of 

the avenues of humanism. The conscious flowering of good manners 

_ 
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indicated a need to communicate with others outside the household. 

Friendship -was a new human asset that -was manifested during the 

Florentine Renaissance. 

Phenomena unique to urban life were that the wealthy women tended 

to marry at a younger age than the poor and they tended to "be more 

prolific in childbirth. More children of the wealthy survived and 

outnumbered the children of the poor. This was a contributory cause 

to the violence among the young aristocratic men. There was constant 

rivalry and killings among the young men of the upper classes. 

Her wedding day was the low point of a Florentine woman's life. 

She left the domination of her father for the domination of her 

husband. The upper-class woman entered marriage at 13 to 15 years of 

age without any knowledge or .experience in running a complicated 

household. It was up to her husband to teach her how he wished his 

house to be run. In addition, she could look forward to numerous 

pregnancies, and the fear of death by childbirth was constant. The 

high point, in a woman's life came with the death of her husband. 

Since he may have been more than 13 years older than his wife, proba

bly she would have become a fairly young widow. She might have 

been no more than 25 to 30 years old. The benefits she accrued with 

widowhood were many. Pregnancies ceased which led to the biological 

advantage of longevity. Her dowry was returned to her along with her 

inherited wealth. Finally, she was liberated from male domination. 

Because of a newfound sense of freedom that the young aristocratic 

widows experienced, few of them remarried. This gave them time to 
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develop themselves culturally. One of the prevailing qualities of 

the ladies was "charisma" -which meant a divine and commanding per

sonality. "Charisma" was the widow's key to power, and she learned 

to use it well. 

The sizeable difference in age between husband and wife affected 

their roles as parents. The average ages of the parents was Uo 

years for the father and 26 years for the mother. The father was 

cast as the stern, authoritarian figure who lurked in the background 

with no direct influence upon the children. The mother, however, was 

closer to her children in age, often being little more than a child 

herself. Pictures of the Holy Family clearly illustrate this family 

situation. The elderly Joseph is in the background while girlish 

Mary is in the foreground cuddling her baby. Under these circum

stances, the mother would have more influence over the children than 

would the father. According to Christian preachers of the day, the 

mothers spoiled their children and feminized their sons by teaching 

them good manners. "The gentlemen of the Renaissance and the culture 
17 

of the age were fashioned to the tastes of women," says Herlihy. 

Fajni glia 

Basic to existence in the fifteenth century Florence was the 

"Famiglia." It was the cult of the clan and symbolized several 
18 

concepts. The Famiglia household was the principal property-owning 
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family group. Famiglia ccruld also mean the small, domestic group, the 

immediate family. Most of all it meant the "casa," the house to 

•which a man belonged, such as The House of the Medici. The "casa" 

would be comprised of all the men "who had the same surname. 

Florentine society was patrilineal and so the father-son re-
19 

lationship was central to the meaning of life. 'When the father 

died, the son literally took the father's place. This transfer was 

made clear in a letter that Marsillio Ficino had written to his 

brother in lh55, when he said that a son was a "mirror and image" 

of his father, and the house is "nothing other than the union of 

father with his sons in one residence, sufficiently provided with 
20 

money and possessions for a good and honest life." 

A man belonged to several networks through marriage, friendship 

groups, business associates, intellectual coteries, religious con

fraternities, and political networks of "amici." In all cases his 

choice of associates, friends, or allies was influenced by his 

Famiglia, its history and its lineage. Even in the households 

presided over by widows, the patrilineage of the Famiglia was apparent. 

The nuclear households of Florence were in the Famiglia districts 

or wards, and so the people were always surrounded by family and 

allies. The Famiglia was a support system that kept the people 

— : 
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from feeling isolated. Whether bachelor, widow, or couple, the 
21 

loyalty was to the Famiglia. 

The Medici Family 

From lU3^ and onward, the events of Florence and the influence 

of the powerful and rich "banking family of Medici became intertwined. 

Originally, the Medicis also were immigrants from the country. 

Giovanni de Bicci founded and developed a sophisticated banking 

system of interlocking partnerships. When Giovanni died in 11+28, 

he was the second wealthiest man in Florence. Cosimo the Elder, the 

son of Giovanni, was a great benefactor of literature and the arts 

and he was a personal friend to the leaders of Italy and Europe. 

The Medicis held no legal titles. Their vast influence was 

built upon private and public favors. They spent enormous sums of 

money on public entertainment. Cosimo himself had a special interest 

in the arts of antiquity which he collected and stored in the Floren

tine monasteries. 

Cosimo the Elder was the true founder of the Medici style. He 

was concerned with the overall stability of Florence and he cultivated 

the leaders of Milan and Naples. A wise man and a shrewd banker, 

Cosimo realized that peace was good for trade, and trade was good for 

banking. Until the death of Cosimo in 1^56, there was relative peace 

and stability and the foreigners remained outside the walls of 

Florence. This period was a golden age for Florence, the age which 

_ 
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Herlihy calls the Florentine Age of "The Godfather," because Cosimo 

intentionally cultivated the support of his fellow citizens as veil as 
22 

those in foreign centers. 

Cosimo was succeeded by his son, Piero the Gouty, whose two-year 

reign as head of the Medici family and fortune was uneventful. 

Piero was followed by his son, Lorenzo the Magnificent, who was a 

distinguished poet, a judicious politician and a patron of the arts 

(Figure 4). Lorenzo became truly the cultural leader of Florence 

and the European world. 

When Lorenzo died in 1U92, his son, Piero, ruled for two years. 

Under him, the alliance with Milan broke down and the French Charles 

VIII was invited into Tuscany in IU9J+. The Florentine population 

rose up against Piero and expelled the Medici family and their friends. 

The republican government was restored from 1^9^ to 1^98* 

During this time, Savonarola, the Dominican monk, spoke out in 

behalf of the poor (Figure 5)- Savonarola saw himself as the leader 

of a religious revival and a force in the purification of the Chris

tian Church. Under his influence, Florence held a "burning of the 

vanities" in which Botticelli, among others, burned his "lewd and 

lascivious" paintings. Pope Alexander VI finally excommunicated 

Savonarola, and the people of Florence burned Savonarola at the 

stake in the Piazza della Signora in 1^98 (Figure 6). 

22 
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Fig. 5- Savonarola, 
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Vasari said the time of Lorenzo the Magnificent was "truly the 
23 

Golden Age for men of Genius." With the death of Lorenzo in 1^92, 

the "bright star of Florentine Renaissance culture began to wane. 

Florence gave us the Early Renaissance of the arts. Venice added 

the "brilliant colors and oriental flavor. Rome took and used the 

genius of Florence and built St. Peter's Cathedral. 

In 1513> the Medicis returned triumphant, but the reign shifted 

to another Medici line. Lorenzo's son, Giovanni, became Pope Leo X, 

and Ferdinand I, a cousin, reigned in Florence. In 1530, Florence 

became a principate. The great banking family of Florence became a 

family of princes and ruled by divine right. They ultimately became 

the dukes. The successors of Ferdinand I were responsible for the 

decline of this magnificent city and eventually power was transferred 
2k 

to the house of Lorraine. 

Patronage 

The Tuscan towns became important centers of private patronage 

which lent support toward the new humanism. There evolved a kind 

of ethic of affluence under which the very wealthy felt a moral obli

gation to support the town charities and services as well as to under-

gird the arts and humanities. The men who made Florence the most 

dynamic and intellectually creative city of Europe were the bankers, 

the practical-minded merchants, and the politicians. It was they 
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•who were the patrons of the arts. They encouraged the immigration 

of artists and scholars to Florence. 

When Florence was governed as a commune, the citizens financed 

the building of churches in the Florentine Romanesque style through 

banking and tax collections. Guild patronage was at its height 

between 1375 to 1^25• Thereafter, the role of the private patron 
25 

expanded, and the arts became more exclusive. A symbolic example 

of this change is the architecture of the Medici Palace which was the 

first one to be built around a spacious inner courtyard. Prior to 

its erection, homes were built with semi-forecourts open to the 

street. The change in architecture was evidence of the change in 

attitude. A new concept of family privacy and elitism developed, 
26 

and distinctions were made between domestic and civic duties. 

At the beginning of the Florentine Renaissance period, the town 

was prospering as a leading textile manufacturer. The wealthy 

merchants of Florence were organized into seven great guilds called 

the "Arti Maggori." Until 1350, the most important of them was the 

wool finishing guild, the "Calimala." During the fourteenth century, 

the wool-manufacturing guild, the "Lana," gained greater power than 

the "Calimala." Throughout the fourteenth century, the "Calimala" 

was the foundation on which the prosperity of Florence rested. 
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The silk guild, the "Seta," expanded in the fifteenth century as 

wool manufacturing "began to decline "because popular taste shifted 
27 

from woolen cloth to silk brocade. The fourth great guild with the 

most concentration of wealth was the bankers', the "Cambio," and the 

most important client of the Florentine bankers was the papacy. The 

merchants of Florence, Siena, and Lucca acted as agents of the papacy. 

They collected the tithes from other countries and conveyed them to 

Italy, and they soon gained control of the entire banking business. 

Through diplomatic acumen and loans granted to the royalty and no

bility of other countries, the Sienese and Florentine bankers gained 

distinguished positions on foreign soil. Through respect, they com

manded a lucrative trading business, especially with the Court of 
28 

England and with the Orient. With wealth came patronage. 

The Medici bankers represented the "Lana," "Seta," and "Cambio" 

Guilds. Lorenzo the Magnificent was a member of all three guilds. 

At the same time, he was clever enough to gain the reputation of 

being a friend to the lesser guilds. 

As patronage through the patriciate guilds waned in the early 

part of the fifteenth century, the important families took over the 

support of Florentine Arts. At the core of this patronage was the 

cult of Pamiglia. Art and literature were supported not merely to 

27 
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"beautify the environment or to function as an educational medium, 

hut basically to preserve the memory of the family for posterity. 

The compulsion to make the family eternal satisfied both the religious 

and the secular inclinations of the wealthy families. 

Around 1^00, the concept of realistic portraiture, both in 

paintings and busts, was conceived which answered the need of mem

bers of the great families to keep alive the memory of themselves 

among their kinsmen. Vasari observed that the death masks that were 

produced by the workshop of Verrocchio were in "every house in 

Florence, above the hearths, doors, windows, and cornices ... so well 
29 

made and natural that they appear alive." 

In the thirteenth century, the Catholic Church permitted the 

burial of laymen within the churches. Consequently, a number of 

mendicant churches were constructed in Italy that included private 

chapels and tombs with extravagant decorations. Kent remarks that 

"the cult of the clan and the Catholic cult of the dead herfe met as 
30 

one." With the rise of portraiture, fine realistic portraits were 

sculpted and placed on tombs as well as painted in the frescoes 

on chapel walls. 

Of the surviving paintings in Florence, fine examples of Famiglia 

portraiture are the frescoes by Ghirlandaio for Giovanni Tomabuoni. 

The frescoes show 22 men, all of wham belonged to that ancient 

— -
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magnate family. They have been called the thank offerings for family 

"blessings and a prayer in effigy for intercession in favor of con

tinued prosperous fertility. The frescoes make apparent the dynastic 

pride of the Florentine Famiglia. In 1U50, Matteo Palmieri wrote 

that the family was a timeless continuum "of ancestors and of the 

living, and of those -who by grace are to come. Men desire sons, 
31 

grandsons, and descendants, to attain immortality in their seed." 

The massive patronage of the arts not only served the ego of 

the clan members, but also suggested to the public the greatness of 

the Famiglia. Their patronage of art, architecture, and sculpture 

gave them an opportunity to show the world the Famiglia's piety, 
32 

wealth, and accomplishments. 

Social Problems 

This era was not without its social repercussions. Because of 

the necessity for males to delay marriage, men, at the height of 

their sexuality, were deprived of a legitimate sexual outlet. Shake

speare's "Romeo and Juliet" describes perfectly the sexual tension 

and the intense emotional conditions. There were unmarried males as 

old as 30 years of age with no family responsibilities. Situations 

often deteriorated into rowdiness at the very least, but more likely 

into riots and murder. Characteristic of the age was the proliferation 
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of "dirty stories" such as those written by Boccaccio. Erotic tension 

sought its outlet not only in prostitution "but even degenerated 

toward homosexuality. Tuscan homosexuality was more characteristic 

than lechery. Courtesans were present in Florence, hut they did not 

flourish as well there as they did in Rome and Venice. It was often 

said at the time that Florentine mothers needn't worry about their 
33 

daughters being deflowered as much as they had to protect their sons. 

The period from 1300 to 1550, was one of continuous inflation. 

This situation was due to overriding costs of warfare with neighboring 

city-states. By the fourteenth century, war became technically 

efficient and expensive and required the services of professional 

soldiers, the condotierri. Towns had to borrow money for increased 

expenditures. Even in those days, there was something called "def

icit spending." A permanent public debt resulted in a fiscal policy 

•which favored the families of the wealthy. In emergencies, the 

wealthy individuals were forced to lend Florence money with interest. 

The consequence of all this was that the distribution of wealth was 

such that one-third of the population had no money, whereas the 10 

wealthiest families were as wealthy as the other two-thirds of the 
3^ 

families put together. 

There was little contentment in the textile and related industries 

of Florence. The first recorded strike in history was in 121+5 
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among the weavers. In 1378, the largest strike in Florence occurred 

among the carders and washers who were known as the "Ciampi" "because 

of the wooden shoes they wore. 

In 1^92, America was discovered which eventually led to the 

decline of the mercantile states of Italy. Trade shifted from East 

to West as Spain, England and France were stimulated by further 
35 

exploration in the New World. 

In facing the ultimate realities of every day life, woman was 

born to bear children, preferably male heirs. This was a precarious 

occupation considering the perils of childbirth during the Florentine 

Renaissance period. "Motherhood" had little meaning since the mother-

child bonding was limited, but "mother" had an extremely strong 

connotation in the iconography of women. The significance of the 

"mother" iconography will be developed in succeeding chapters. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE GENERATIVE IDEAS FOR THE ICONOGRAPHY OF 

THE FLORENTINE RENAISSANCE WOMAN 

In the Florentine Renaissance, the male roles tended to be 

those of politician, religious leader, philosopher, warrior, and 

merchant, but the female roles tended to be teacher and mother. The 

conduct associated with each of these roles was patterned and tended 

toward male dominance including a double standard in sexual license. 

Women were dominated first by their fathers and then by their 

husbands in order to maintain clan or kinship rights and control 

over the reproductive powers of the female. These provisions favored 
36 

the male progeny. 

Iconographies are personifications of universal abstractions, 

and the personifications are assigned certain attributes of form, 

character, and sex. An allegory is a series of symbolic actions 

taken by the personifications. The allegories of the Florentine 

Renaissance are male oriented in which female personifications have 

been given specific roles. 

Renaissance man's perspective of the universe brought mankind 

into the modern age. Although Renaissance man found his lust for 
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woman perplexing and woman's fecundity mysterious, he was able to 

develop the humanistic female iconography of spiritual and divine 

love. As he researched the past, he found similarities between pagan 

accounts and Christian accounts of the creation of man, paradise, 

demigods, and the virgin birth. Evidence to prove or disprove those 

accounts do not exist and have been the subject of continuous con

troversy. There are similarities between the stories of the Christian 

tradition and those of a much earlier tradition, and they illustrate 

man's eternal need for spiritual fulfillment. 

Renaissance artists thought that the Greeks of the Golden Age 

were the most artistic people in history. Michelangelo deemed it 

the highest compliment "when his sculpture was compared favorably 

with those of the Greeks. The neo-Platonists of the Renaissance 

believed that the Golden Age of Athens was the greatest of all civi

lizations. They even called Florence the Italian Athens. 

During the Florentine Renaissance period, the interest in an

tiquity left its indelible mark on the proliferation of iconographies 

of woman as teacher and mother. The Greek and the Roman gods and 

goddesses all possessed human frailties, but they also possessed 

eternal life. These concepts are important considerations in terms 

of the humanization of iconographies of the Virgin Mary and little 

Jesus and in the complex process by -which Venus was superimposed on 

the image of the Virgin Mary. 

During the Medieval period, man looked upon his time on earth 

as the test period, the short time of trials and tribulations for 
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Trim to endure on his way to heaven. During the Florentine Renaissance, 

a cultural pluralism existed from which emerged different "western 

life styles. As the cult of other-worldness waned, the cult of human 

individualism grew. There was an awakening of man's potential cre

ative power and a sensitivity toward God, the universe, nature, and 

divine beauty. This creative awakening is apparent in the changes 

and development of the iconographies of woman during the Florentine 

Renaissance period. 

The Religious Iconography of the 
Florentine Renaissance Woman 

Symbolism is a universal form of communication. It cuts across 

all cultures and all social classes. Man uses symbology in religion 

as an aid in orienting himself to his existing situation. The 

western Christian movement grew out of both an oriental religious 

system and a Roman legal system in which the symbology for guilt and 

salvation are emphasized. It is a male-dominated religion which 

centers on a divine father-son relationship. The primary iconography 

of the Christian Church is that of the Lord-God who is the paternal 

guiding force. God is the creator of crime and punishment as well as 

the creator of free will. God caused man to be expelled from Paradise 

into a complex civilization and forced man to distinguish between 

right and wrong. When man makes a wrong choice, he discovers that 

God can be wrathful as well as merciful. The path on the journey 

through life is strewn with the need to make value judgments. 



The iconography that is secondary to that of the Lord-God is the 

maternal matrix from •which man came and to which man seeks to return. 

During the medieval age, the cult of the Virgin Mary and the cult of 

courtly love were so strong that the maternal matrix displaced the 

Lord-God as the primary iconography of the Christian Church. Courtly 

love "was pure love, love for love's sake. The rules of the game 

were to disassociate material gain from the pursuit of the lady in 

question. Since women were either wives or in training to become 

wives, and marriage was for dynastic and business purposes, the 

goal of courtly love was the conquest of another man's wife. In 

practical terms, adultery was a crime and a sin, but in fantasy, 

courtly love elevated the status of women. Simultaneously, the 

adoration of the Virgin Mary was in vogue and this encouraged the 

adoration and idealization of women in general. In reality, however, 

Mary's immaculate conception precluded her as a role model for 

womanhood. Mary was too pure for woman to emulate, although every 

man expected his wife to be chaste and virtuous. 

It was stipulated by the medieval Christian Church that all 'who 

wished eternal life must enter heaven in the state of pure self and 

without conflict. This condition of pure being was essentially 

adopted from Eastern mysticism. Erickson believes that the Church 

was so efficient in promoting the reality of hell that it made a 
37 

nightmare out of the existing world. Life was so frightening that 

Erik H. Erikson, Young Man Luther (New York; ¥. W. Norton, 1962), 
pp. 263-267. 
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the mystics contemplated death as the only means to eternal peace. 

Since there was no peace or happiness on earth, the mystics sought 
38 

"a simple stillness" and "an eternal silence." 

Although there were numerous theologians who were instrumental 

in developing the iconography of woman, the three most responsible 

for man's attitude toward the Florentine Renaissance woman were St. 

Paul, St. Thomas Acquinas, and St. Francis. Many of the theological 

beliefs about women were derived from St. Paul. The invectives against 

women made by the Church Fathers were justified by misogynistic 

interpretations of the Pauline Letters. St. Thomas looked to Aris

totle for his intellectualizations on the condition of women. St. 

Francis, on the other hand, had little to say about women, but he was 

the guiding force in counteracting the intellectual elitism of 

Scholasticism. He created an atmosphere that encouraged emotional 

expression which was carried on by his followers. This opened the 

way for the neo-Platonic school of philosophy and the humanization of 

the iconography of woman. 

St. Paul was a product of the two traditions, the Eastern one 

in which women were created for male pleasure, and the Roman tra

dition of "Patria Potestas," paternal authority, upon which Canon 

Law is based. Out of this tradition developed the Christian dual 
39 

position of women. Woman must cover her head as a sign of 
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subjection and she must not speak at public meetings. Paul's 

letter to the Ephesians admonishes husbands and wives: "Wives, be 

subject to your husbands as to the Lord; for the man is head of the 
i+o 

woman, "Vir caput est mulieris," as Christ is head of the Church." 

Thomistic-Christian Aristotelianism made a strong impression 
1+1 

on the reasoning used by the church intellectuals which synthe

sized Aristotle with Christianity with the account of the creation 

of women in Genesis 1; 26-27 and 2: 22-23 and concluded that the 

female is an incomplete or defective male. 

The Christian theologians pondered the question of whether or 

not woman was in the image of God. According to Aquinas, man was 

made in the image of God, but woman was made in the image of man 

since she was created "ex viro propter virum," from the body of 
1+2 

man. Therefore, it is by grace and not by nature that woman is 

in God's image. Man was the "beginning and end of woman, as God 
1+3 

is the beginning and end of every creature." The conclusion was 

that for the good of mankind, those who are of inferior nature 
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must be governed by those of superior nature. Since woman is 

frail in "both vigor of the soul and strength of body, (she is) 

by nature subject to man, in "whom reason predominates." This 

theory permeated even the neo-Platonic iconographies of woman, 

since the depiction of the ideal woman was unrelated to the social 

and legal realities of woman's life in the Florentine Renaissance. 

Eve 

The Eden myth of the Old Testament explains the origin of death. 

In the Christian tradition, however, the concept of man's inherent 

sinfulness and the need for salvation is reaffirmed. In the alle

gory of man's expulsion from an idyllic environment (Eden or Para

dise) into an urban environment, woman, who is accused of being 

responsible for man's "fall," is the teacher who helps him to 

adjust to the realities of life. The idyllic life has the positive 

qualities of charming simplicity and leisure while urban life has 

the negative qualities of corruption, disease, and drudgery. 

Through the loss of his innocence, man is given knowledge. Floren

tine man was an urbanite who looked to antiquity for represen

tations of the idyllic life. 

The moralistic writings of the Church Fathers led to the ico

nography of Eve as representing original sin. They linked original 

sin to the archaic practice of "churching" because they were still 

p. 
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mystified "by female physiology. The Eastern influence of the 

Judaic Law still prevailed during the Florentine Renaissance. 

"Churching" is the doctrine of uncleanliness and purification and 

it governs the concepts of sex, marriage and maternity. Woman 

was considered unclean when she menstruated and after childbirth. 

Even that which she touched during these periods became unclean 

and possibly harmful to man. This was a common mystical belief. 

Clothing or possessions take on the owner's personality by 

acquiring the smells and spirit of that person. Therefore, if 

someone else touched these things, the spirit of the owner would 

invade the body of the one who touched the possessions. 

In Christianity, "churching" disqualified women from taking 

communion, from touching sacred vessels and it also excluded them 

from sacred places during the unclean periods. The Scholastics 

linked original sin with menstruation. Women were symbolically 

unclean and therefore, sinful. Women had to cover their heads in 

church because they had to bear the burden of shame for the sin of 

the first mother, Eve, and to cover up their inferiority. Besides, 

offensive display of female hair would arouse lustful desires and 
U6 

unclean thoughts in the men who attended church. 

There are a number of ancient stories about who was the original 

Adam. At first, man and woman were undivided, that is to say, 

Holtby, Women and a Changing Civilization, p. 19. 
k6 
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Adam was originally androgynous (Figure 7). The theory that Adam 

was androgynous and that his female half was separated from him 

•while in a deep sleep, held strong appeal for the neo-platonic 

philosophers, because it implied that God was also androgynous. 

[Renaissance physiologists, however, considered hermaphrodites to 

be monsters. This Adam was the ideal, the perfect man who was to 

come to earth at the period of redemption. This ideal man never 

did appear on earth. The Adam of the Bible was the Adam of Genesis 

who was fashioned from dust and the immaterial spirit. Adam of 

Genesis became the ancestor of the human race. Inherent in Adam 

was the polarity of the material and the immaterial. In the context 

of the male-dominated Bible, the Lord-God is placed in the female 

role of giving birth to Adam by mixing a pre-existent scrul with the 

clay of earth. Inherent in Adam is Eve, his dormant senses. The 

Lord-God took a rib from Man and fashioned it into Woman. Woman 

became the personification of sensuality and was named Eve. Man 

said, "This one at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh. 

This one shall be called Woman for from Man she was taken." 

The serpent is often depicted with the head of a female 

(Figure 8). Before the encounter with the serpent in the Tree of 

Knowledge, both Adam and Eve were naked, but felt no shame since 

their perceptual senses lay dormant. They were leading an idyllic 

life in Paradise. Eve, the woman, saw that the tree was beautiful 

!_ 
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Fig. 7. 13th Century Miniature. Adam and Eve as hennaph 
rodites. 



Fig. 8. Michelangelo. The Temptation and Expulsion from 
Eden, Sistine Chapel Ceiling. The serpant with head and torso 
of woman. 



and the fruit tasted good. In this role, woman was the teacher, 

giving knowledge to man. Man lost his innocence by tasting knowledge. 

All of man's senses were awakened and his mind was stimulated. He 

was given the power to discern good from evil and had the potential 

to know as much as God. At the same time, he was limited by his 
1*8 

mortal, clay origins. For teaching Adam to use his senses, 

woman had to pay the price. The Lord-God said to her, "I will 

make most severe your pangs in childbearing; in pain shall you 

bear children. Yet, your urge shall be for your husband, and he 
1*9 

shall rule over you." Then the Lord-God made garments of skins 

for Adam and his wife, Eve (Figure 9)«  

In another interpretation of Genesis, there are two trees, 

the Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge. In this interpretation, 

the Lord-God was overcome with human feelings of anxiety and He 

said, "Man has become like one of us, knowing good and bad. If 

man stretches out his hand to take the fruit from the Tree of Life 
50 

and eat, he will also live forever I "  Overwhelmed by the thought, 

the Lord-God banished them from the Garden of Eden, and Adam had 

to learn the meaning of work. 

Since man had the potential of free will, he then knew the 

difference between good and evil. He had the power of choice, 

m 
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Fig. 9. Adam and Eve. 13th Centtiry. Mankind's first "furs. 
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that is, the power to make value judgments. To choose evil is to 

sin. Christian tradition taught that since Adam transgressed, and 

since he was the father of the human race, all his progeny are 

inherently sinful. This was called the "Fall of Man" "by the 

Christian Fathers and •what is meaxit by original sin. Man's re

demption could came only through Jesus Christ. Faith in Christ was 
51 

necessary to be saved from original sin. 

To the Augustinians, this whole episode had sexual symbology. 

Knowledge was interpreted as carnal knowledge, since once Adam and 

Eve ate the fruit from the Tree of (Sexual) Knowledge, Adam became 

sensually aware of the sexual difference between man and woman 

(Figure 10). Guilt overcame him, whereupon the Lord-God clothed 

them with the skins. The symbology also represents man's journey 

through life—from innocent childhood to adulthood—from dependency 

on the father-figure to cutting the ties and making one's own living. 

Although man was made mortal, he also had the unique ability to 

contemplate his own death. This led him to search for spiritual 

immortality. A common metaphor is the eating or drinking of a 

sacred substance that would bring eternal youth or Immortality 
52 

to man. The Christian sacrament alludes to this metaphor. 

— 
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Fig. 10. l4th Century Woodcut. Adam and Eve before they 
ate from the Tree of Knowledge and became sensually aware of 
sexual differences. 
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The Virgin Mary 

In the allegory of the four seasons, woman takes on the per

sonification of Mother Earth or the Virgin Mother. In the spring, 

the plowman furrows the "virgin earth and "broadcasts his seed. 

There is growth during the summer, and the earth bears her fruit 

•which is then harvested. In winter, the earth is barren and dead. 

In the spring, the earth is fertile once again. An illustration 

of this ancient mother iconography is the Minoan one -which flour

ished on the isle of Crete in the years 3000 B.C. to 1500 B.C. 

This was the earliest high civilization of Europe. The Minoan 

snake goddess, with bare breasts and flounced skirt, seems to be 
53 

a Mother Goddess who could renew life (Figure 11). The snake was 

significant to the Minoans because of its ability to shed its skin. 

The snake represented the Minoan belief in a resurrected god. The 

earth goddess, or great mother goddess brings forth fruit which is 

harvested. The harvest is represented by a divine infant or demi

god. As winter comes, the people mourn the death of the young 

god, and as spring arrives, life renews itself and the people cele

brate the resurrection of their god. 

The cult of the Virgin Mary, or Marianism, is the Christian 

belief in the superiority of the feminine spirit. This iconography 

can be traced back to the Mother Earth Goddess tradition. This 

metaphor spread throughout the Mediterranean from Italy to Spain. 

— 
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11. The Minoan Snake Goddess. 
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In the allegory of the four seasons, man sows his seeds in the 

furrows of Mother Earth. Although she may "be barren "without man's 

seeds, she is a goddess and possesses eternal life. It is she "who 

bears the fruit, a son, who is a demigod (half man, half goddess). 

When he dies (the harvesting of the fruit), the mother grieves 

for her dying son. This "Mater Dolorosa," "Mother of Sorrows," 

metaphor is found in the New Testament story of the death, lamen

tation and resurrection of Jesus Christ (Figure 12). 

Marianism became the special veneration of the Virgin Mary 

when she was pronounced the Mother of God at the Council of E^hesus 

in A.D. ̂ 31. The creation of two poles emerged: that of the mascu

line, father-son, and that of the feminine, Mary, Mother of God. 

The ideal characteristics of the Virgin Mary are semidivinity, 

moral superiority, and spiritual strength with an infinite capacity 

for humility and sacrifice. The iconography of the Mother of God 

engendered a reverence for the maternal aspect of womanhood that is 
51+ 

shared by mother goddesses, Mary? and all women. 

Mary was venerated as a Mother Goddess, and miracles were 

attributed to her by the common people. She was depicted as the 

supreme protectress of mankind, the unapproachable Queen of Heaven. 

Mary was also given redemptive powers. She was the second Eve and 

the instrument of salvation. Eve was condemned to human suffering 

and pain in childbirth. Mary, who was semidivine, gave birth to 

5? 
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Fig. 12. Giotto, c. 1305. The Lamentation. Fresco detail. 
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Jesus, the Savior, "without pain and suffering. Mary's suffering 

only "began at the death, not the birth of her son. In this role, 

the characteristics of Marianism are compassion, charity, devoutness, 

and the capacity to suffer deeply. At the same time, Mary is like 

no other woman can ever hope to be. According to St. Peter Canisius, 

Mary was unique because she was a virgin, but not sterile, made 

fruitful by God, bearing a son, but uncorrupted by man, a virgin 

who nursed her son, conceived a savior, gave birth to God without 

pain, but nevertheless a virgin. She is unique. Her relationship 

to women is that of unattainable perfection in the same way that 

Christ is a model to men. Essentially, it was her virginity that 

was stressed by the Catholic writers. Virginity was the greatest 

gift a maiden could bring to her husband. Once married, a Floren

tine wife was also expected to develop the virtues of humility, 
55 

silence, obedience, mortification, modesty, and prudence. 

With the dawn of the Florentine Renaissance, Mary became the 

mother who could intercede with her son, the, stern master (Figure 13). 

Then, the veneration of Mary evolved into divine and spiritual 

love which in turn became divine and spiritual love for women. The 

lady of noble birth was idealized by the humanists (Figure 1^). 

The iconography was humanized further into a peasant girl (Figure 15). 

Finally, in the Mannerist school, a full-blown Venus lay super

incumbent on the throne of sacred love (Figure 16). Sensuality 
_ 
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Fig. 13. Simone Martini. I285-I357. 
and Child. 

The Orvietto Madonna 



Fig. llj-. Filippo "Lippi. 1406-1^69- Virgin and Child. 
Mary's blond hair and high forehead. 



Fig. 15. Leonardo da Vinci. 1452-1519- Detail. Madonna 
Litta, Leningrad. Classless young woman in maternity dress. 
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Fig. 16. Titian. IU77-I576. Venus of Urbino. Sacred Love. 



•was combined with religious doctrine. 'Where once the fully-

clothed Mary represented unattainable spirituality, the naked 

female form became the approachable divine spirit. 

The theologians endowed "woman "with a dual personality. When 

she was Eve, she was mentally and morally inferior to man by nature, 

and therefore, she had to be subjected to his will for the good of 

humanity. When she was Mary, she was spiritually virtuous and 

beyond man's reach. This duality "was further modified and refined 

by the philosophers of Christian humanism and neo-Platonism. 

Neo-Platonic Humanism, the Philosophy of 
The Florentine Renaissance 

Humanism was a reaction against the Medieval Scholastic-Aristo

telian education which was founded upon the ancient Greek principle 

of pure reason. The Greek philosophers held the senses in contempt. 

The genesis of empiricism lay in the early humanistic movement. 

Empiricism relies on the senses to arrive at solutions. The 

humanists did not reject Greek philosophies; to the contrary, 

they sought out the original "antique" manuscripts written in 

Greek, classical Latin and Hebrew. However, the humanists wanted 

to experience the wisdom of the ancients rather than to rely on the 

medieval translations, and therefore, they translated these manu

scripts into Italian themselves. 

Renaissance Florence had an unusually high literacy rate. 

About one-third of the male population was literate. There was 

an educational system "which trained boys to become merchants and 



another to train hoys for careers in law, medicine and theology. 

In addition, the guilds had developed systems of instruction for 

apprentices. Just as in other facets of Florentine life, education 

became more private and exclusive in the quatrocento. The most 

renowned and most exclusive private salon of learning (later identi

fied as the Platonic Academy) was conducted by Ficino. Men from 

all over Europe came to meet with Ficino and to pursue learning 
56 

for its own sake. 

Most middle-class children received formal instruction in one 

of the schools of the commune beginning at the age of seven. 

Boys learned first to read and then they later studied accounting. 

After the age of nine or ten, these students became apprentices in 

a bank or a bottega. When a girl reached the age of nine or ten, 

she began grooming for marriage or she was consigned to a nunnery. 

If the family could not afford a dowry, the girl would probably 

became a domestic servant. 

University education was exclusively for men. The wealthier 

woman of Florence was encouraged, through private education, to 

read in Italian, Latin, and perhaps Greek. Her education was 

moralistic and designed to help her with her religion and to en

hance her worth to her husband. Florentine women were kept 

secluded and protected and were not encouraged to display their 

Stanley Chodorow, ed., The Other Side of Western Civilization: 
Readings in Everyday Life, The Ancient World to the Reformation 
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979)» PP« 3^3-3^6. 
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erudition. Even the enlightened Leonardo Bruni (1369-l^M) wrote 

in lb05 that women should learn to read, but arithmetic, geometry, 
57 

and astronomy were not worthwhile for women. There were no 

Vittoria Colormas or d'Este sisters among the women who were mar-
58 

ried to the conservative Florentine bankers and merchants. No 

women participated in the Platonic Academy or in any of the Medici 
59 

cultural salons. 

Women of wealth were emancipated from suckling or caring for 

children, but that was the reason, too, that they tended to become 

pregnant more often than the poor women who had to nurse their 

young. They also had complicated households to run with large 

staffs of servants and slaves. Such duties left little time for 

the leisurely pleasure of reading. On a limited basis, the widows 

did enjoy participating in the principal social past time, the 

discussion of love. Love was synonymous with sexual intrigue. 
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To discuss love was to discuss "philosophy." For example, Fiametta, 
60 

the leading lady in Boccaccio's Decameron and Filocolo, would 

present a "philosophical" question on love and then she and her 

guests would proceed to answer it through deductive and inductive 

logic. Nothing really hung in the balance, it was more a form 

of recreation than a form of serious intellectual pursuit. 

Dante was the precursor of the Italian Renaissance and Petrarch 

•was called the Father of the Italian Renaissance. Florence was 

the center of humanistic philosophy and these men both absorbed and 

contributed to its intellectual and cultural environment. Their 

importance herein lies in their use of female iconography as 

personifications of divine spirit, love and beauty. They taught 

Renaissance man to see man's relationship to his universe with 

fresh eyes. The female iconographies were further modified by 

Marsillio Ficino and the neo-Platonists who were responsible for 

idealizing the purity of the female form. Although woman was 

still looked upon as the weaker sex, at least the humanists did 

not consider her a defective male. 

Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) 

Dante opened the door to the Florentine Renaissance. He was 

called the poet of the Italian language because he wrote in the 

Giovanni Boccaccio, The Most Pleasant and Delectable Questions 
of love (Garden City, N.Y.: Halcyon House, n.d.). Fiammetta was 
the natural daughter of King Robert of Naples, Maria d'Aquino, who 
died of the plague in 13*48. 
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Tuscan dialect and his work broadly appealed to the middle class. 

In that sense he was humanistic. Also, he remained a medieval 

figure because, like Thomas Aquinas, he believed that the only 

way to gain knowledge of all things was through theology. Man 

must first understand his relation to God (Figure 17). 

The great event in Dante's life that influenced his attitude 

and his literary works was meeting Beatrice when he was nine and 

Beatrice was eight years old. Through her, he discovered that love 

could set the whole world in harmony. The principal personification 

in the "Divine Comedy" is Beatrice through whom Dante finds his 

peace in a heavenly court. Beatrice brings to mind Petrarch's 

personification of Laura. The imageries of the two women are 

precursors to the neo-Platonic imagery developed by Marsillio 

Ficino at the Florentine Platonic Academy. Beatrice represents 

love which motivates life. Beatrice, through her exceptional 

beauty, unlocked the secret of love for Dante. Through the vision 

of her beauty, love became the Christian sacrament. 

Francesco Petrarch (1302-137*0 

Petrarch was a professional educator and writer who was 

troubled by the emotional sterility of the medieval universities. 

He created a new set of standards for higher education based on 
61 

a classical model and on contemplative Christian humanism. 
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Fig. 17. Giotto. Portrait of Dante. 
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He felt that contemplation was essential for leading a morally-

good life. Man must always he reminded of and he guided hy his 
62 

mortality. "Memento Mori," remember death, was Petrarch's theme. 

The classical models for his design of higher education were 

the values of Greek and Roman antiquity. Petrarch was the origi

nator of the appellation, the Golden Age of Greece. He sought to 

read about antiquity in the original Greek and classical Latin 

texts. 

Petrarch is remembered as a poet who sang of man's love for 

woman, for nature and for his native land. As a poet, Petrarch 

was inspired by the vision of Laura. Petrarch met Laura when he 

was 23 years old. Laura died some 20 years later in the plague of 

I3JU6. By her death, Petrarch claimed to be spiritually transformed, 

but, even while she was still alive, he had outgrown his passion 

for Laura as a woman, but maintained and cultivated his love for 

Laura, the poetic image, until the day he died. Laura was the 

personification of wisdom and eloquence. She showed man the way 

to moral, cultural and aesthetic fulfillment. Petrarch was con

vinced that Laura's beauty reflected the beauty of life and that 
63 

"poetry and glory were man's loftiest goals. 
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Marsillio Ficino (1^33-1^-99) 

The humanists were principally teachers of grammar, rhetoric 

and the classics. The Florentine humanist and teacher, Marsillio 

Ficino, recreated the works of Plato and Plotinus in terms of his 

own time. Also, he made an outstanding contribution to humanistic 
6k 

thought through his principal work, "The Theologia Platonica." 

Around 1397, Byzantine scholars began arriving in Florence. 

They helped to popularize an interest in the original texts of 

ancient Greek philosophy. These knowledgeable men made a distinct 

impression on Ficino, -who had already been deeply influenced by 

Petrarch's love for the Golden Age of Greece. 

The humanistic ambiance of Florence left its mark on Ficino's 

doctrine on the dignity of man and on his theory of love. He 

tried to reconcile Plato with Christianity. He was indebted to 

Augustine for his theories concerning God and the soul, but his 

most important concepts were derived from reading Plato and other 

ancients in'the original. He was particularly indebted to the 

Egyptian, Plotinus, for his neo-Platonic ideas although Ficino's 

humanistic interpretation of them belongs to the Florentine 
65 

Renaissance. 
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The core of "Theologica Platonica" is Ficino's metaphysics 

concerning the relation of the concept of soul to the concept of 

God. The perfection of the soul is "bound to its spiritual ascent 

and to the soul's contemplative attitude. The spiritual ascent 

corresponds to four degrees of virtue; civic virtue, purifying 

virtue, virtue of the purified soul, and the exemplar virtue -when 

the soul arrives at the union with God. The ethic of happiness and 

the highest good is identified with the inner (spiritual) ascent of 

the soul and with the knowledge of God. The sensuous life is subject 

to the rule of time, and the contemplative life becomes part of 

eternity. What is natural depends on nature; what is spiritual 
66 

depends on God. 

Ficino's neo-Platonism was Platonic in philosophy, Christian 

in theology, and humanistic in values. Ficino's humanism encouraged 

a cultural pluralism and a variety of life styles by focusing on 

the dignity and worth of the individual. In defending individual 

dignity, he made the personal immortality of the soul his major 

theme of philosophy. This viewpoint became so widespread that 

eventually, the Lateran Council of 1512 established the immortality 
67 

of the soul as a dogma of the Church. 

Love and beauty are inseparable in the neo-Platonic philosophy. 

The essence of beauty is found in the harmonious relationships of 
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the parts of the human "body. The beautiful body is a reflection of 

a beautiful soul. Therefore, the love of physical beauty is the 
68 

first step toward divine love. A woman's beauty provides a means 

of ascent from carnal love to the love of spiritual perfection. 

Love embraces divine contemplation. When a man chooses a woman to 

love, he does her honor because a man who loves a woman is loving 

God. Man loves her physical beauty because it reflects her soul's 

perfection. For the neo-platonist, the iconography of the Floren

tine Renaissance woman is that of a beautiful teacher. Just as Eve 

once taught Adam the ways of civilization through the awakening of 

the senses, the Florentine image of woman is the beautiful spiritual 

teacher who instructs man in the ways of sacred love so that he can 

arrive at a union with God. In this mystical cult of love, woman 

is unlike the medieval Christian Church's Eve who was sinful and 

unclean. The Florentine iconography is a pure, virginal embodi

ment of spiritual love. 

The neo-Platonic philosophy, with its emphasis on the individual 

human being and its concentration on beauty and love, inspired a 

book on the proper behavior for courtiers, II Cortegiano, by 

Baldassare Castiglione (IV78-I529) (Figure 18). It is a eulogy to 

neo-Platonic love. Love is the striving of the human soul for 

Maclean, The Renaissance Notion of Woman, p. 17. 



Fig. 18. Raphael. 
Castiglione, IU78-I529. 

1U83-1520. Portrait of Baldassare 
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perfect beauty. A kiss is a courtier's soul departing from his 
69 

body, seeking to possess the universal beauty of all women. 

Atypical of the Renaissance period, Castiglione played up the 

differences between the sexes. He said that it is right for a man 

"to show certain manliness fall and steady, so doeth well in a woman 

to have a tenderness, soft and mild," and in whatever she does she 
70 

should always "appear a woman without any likeness of man." 

"Methinks well beauty is more necessary in her than in the Courtier, 

for, to say the truth, there is a great lack in the woman that 
71 

wanteth beauty." 
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CHAPTER IV 

APHSARANCE: DRESS AND NUDITY 

This chapter investigates the temporal and secular behavior of 

the Florentine Renaissance •woman -with regard to appearance. It 

demonstrates that the moral, spiritual and social forces of the 

period exerted their influence upon "woman's appearance. Appearance, 

as defined in Chapter I, transmits signals of age, sex, rank, class 

and wealth. It also communicates how people feel about themselves 

in relation to their universe. Appearance is the outward expression 

of either inner confidence and satisfaction or inner conflict and 

frustration. 

Appearance is so basic to the psychology of human behavior 

that Genesis 3 of the Old Testament stresses the symbology of bodily 

covering first in the form of fig leaves and, second, in the form 

of the skins of animals. Neither in Genesis 2 nor 3 is there 

written the word "shame," just as there is no mention of "original 

sin." An association of shame with bodily covering was made by 

the Christian Fathers. They interpreted the words of Genesis to 

mean that the naked body is a source of sin (Figure 19). They 

interpreted the coats of skins, which were the symbols of the 

Lord's displeasure at Adam and Eve's disobedience, to be the 

covering for shameful nakedness. This is made quite clear by 

Tertullian's condemnation of woman. Tertullian said that woman 



Fig. 19. Adam and Eve. 4th Century Sarcophagus. The 
fig leaf apron as the first mode of dress. 
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should always remember that her ignominy is derived from the sin of 

the first woman, Eve. She should dress herself "unattractively and 

cover herself with a veil so as not to put men's souls in jeopardy. 

She should not beguile men with her beauty because she is the devil's 
72 

gateway and the deserter of the divine law (Figure 20). 

When life was a burden and the exposure of human flesh was 

sinful, clothing was used to conceal the body. During the Floren

tine Renaissance, clothing was used to enhance the shape of the 

body or to reveal parts of it through the fitting or draping of 

the cloth. In the quattrocento, man's fascination with his own 

anatomy was evident in the male costumes which focused on the 

natural silhouette. Fitted stockings were de riguer (Figure 21). 

They became tighter, more colorful and more revealing as time went 

on. 

The Florentine women tended to wear dresses with low necklines 

that exposed the breasts (Figure 22). Extravagant fabrics in ex

treme amounts made the abdomen appear greatly enlarged. Women's 

legs were absolutely never seen. This accounts for the strange 

paintings of female nudes at this time. Since the female nude 

was not sketched from life, it would have been difficult for the 

artist to visualize the anatomy under all that yardage. Repre

sentations of female nudes either appeared with small, flat breasts, 

_ 
Susan Groag Bell, ed., Women: From the Greeks to the French 

Revolution (Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1973)j 
pp. 85-89. 



Fig. 20. Sassetta. 1392-l1+50. Saint Anthony being tempted 
by the Devil in the form of a beautiful -woman. Yale University 
Art Gallery 
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Fig. 21. Male appearance in the quattrocento. 
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Fig. 22. Doge and Dogaressa. 16th Century. Typical dress 
of upper class woman. Low neckline and long fur-trimmed sleeves 
•which hung below the hands. 
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no -waistlines, tremendous bellies, tiny feet and legs, or they had 

the musculature of males with breasts oddly affixed, as for example, 

the female nudes by Michelangelo (Figure 23). 

The Florentines were the trend setters of fashion. The mer

chants of Florence (and Venice and Genoa) had agents in many coun

tries and were able to obtain exotic fabrics that were made into 

elegant clothing. The rich of the middle class were as elegantly 

dressed as the aristocracy. Sumptuary laws were enacted periodi

cally against women in an effort to prevent them from imitating the 
73 

clothing worn by the class above them. Women were told how many 

buttons may be legally worn on the front of their clothing, how 

much fur they may wear, or how large or long their sleeves may be. 

Legislation was enacted especially against exaggeratedly long 

sleeves because they were arrogant status symbols (Figure 22). 
7^ 

The sleeves prevented the women from being fully productive. 

Inevitably, these laws were broken. The symbolism of dress is 

direct, strong, and clear in indicating wealth, importance,and 

leisure, and no law can stand in the way of aesthetic self-

expression. 
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Fig. 23. Michelangelo. llj-75-156U. Dawn. 
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Thorstein Veblen -would have been inspired had he lived during 
75 

the Florentine Renaissance. Conspicuous consumption prevailed. 

Man's emotional and ethical needs were being met •while the pre

cepts of humanism were being preached and practiced. 

Admonishments 

So much literature was devoted to how wives should dress that 

there is suspicion that women were not adhering to rules set down 

for them by their advisers. Wot only were the men of the church 

reproving women from the pulpit, but poets, philosophers and self-

styled authorities also laid down principles for women's dress and 

deportment. 

Women were told that it has been well established that one of 

woman's greatest weaknesses is extravagance. It is wrong for a 

good TOman to dress like a courtesan who is adorned in the latest 

fashions that set off her beauty. Women who dress richly to entice 

men are sinful. Maidens ought not to be allowed to wear cloth of 

gold and silver and precious gems. They should be kept at home and 

only allowed to wear woolen and coarse linen dresses. Maidens should 

wash their faces and comb their hair without printing before a 

mirror. 

Women should be content to be naturally beautiful. They should 

not try to trick a man into marrying them with false hair and 

— __  

Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class (New York: 
The New American Library, 1953)-
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paint. It is sinful for women to want to be more beautiful than 

God made them. To paint the body will cause wrinkles. It is 

unhealthy to use white lead, quicksilver and soap. 

Women should keep their feet and knees together as a virgin 

would. Their movements should be slow, and their eyes should always 

be downcast. Above all, they should remain silent, never speaking, 

laughing>or singing. Women's elegant clothing ought to offset 

their beauty only to please their husbands. They should never 

dress extravagantly and immodestly and never should they wear 

ornaments and cosmetics. Their husbands' wishes, rank,and wealth 
76 

must be considered above all else. 

Ideal Beauty 

Whether he sculpts or paints, the artist is intimately in

volved with the fads and fashions of his own period. The artist's 

eyes are conditioned to see the appearance which is in vogue. 

What he expresses is the value system of his society and the 

aesthetic standards of his culture. 

The artists of the first half of the fifteenth century show the 

female figure as slim and somewhat undernourished (Figure 2 k ) .  

Then, in the cinquecento, the fragile maiden became a full-blown 

woman. By the middle of the sixteenth century, the female figure 

had a soft, fleshy face, soft, plump arms, large hips and abdomen 

Ruth Kelso, Doctrine for the Lady of the Renaissance 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1956), pp. *+7-51* P* 1°7. 



Fig. 2 k .  Sassetta. 1392-1^50. Saint Francis' Marriage 
to Poverty. The slim maidens. The fitted gown they wear is a 
cote-hardie. 
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and small breasts (Figure 25). The earlier nudes of the Florentine 

Renaissance had feet and calves too small and too wobbly to stand 

on. Until the nude was sketched from life, women's legs appeared 

unimportant (Figure 26). The female posture emphasized the pregnant 

look with enlarged abdomen (Figure 27). Due to the Spanish influence, 

the fashions stiffened, and the nude took on a scanewhat more elon

gated shape. The head appeared smaller and even less definition was 

given to the breasts (Figure 28). 

Although the Renaissance woman was allowed to dress according 

to her individual tastes, there were rules by which feminine beauty 

was judged. A woman must be tall without high-heeled shoes; be 

pink and white at throat, breasts and palms without makeup; have 

broad shoulders; have a well-formed, small, red mouth and small 

white teeth; have a pleasant voice; have blond hair and dark eyes. 

She should be young, have round arms, soft contours, well-shaped 
77 

hands,and long fingers. 

All these attributes were essential in choosing a wife for a 

wealthy Florentine gentleman. Lucrezia, mother of Lorenzo di 

Medici, did the negotiations for a wife for her son because her 

husband, Piero, was too ill to do so. Lucrezia went to Rome to 

meet Clarice Orsine and, after her inspection of the girl, Lu

crezia wrote back to Piero; 

She is reasonably tall and fair skinned. She is gentle 
in mariner without the ease we are used to, but she is 

77 
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Fig. 25. Signorelli. lM+1-1523. Nude Man and Kneeling 
Nude Woman. The lady is no longer fragile. 
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Fig. 26. Francesco d'Ubertino. li+9^-1557. Eve "With Cain 
and Abel. Spanish fashions influence the nude. Calves and feet 
seem atrophied, possibly because they were usually hidden by 
16 yards of fabric. 



Fig. 27. Florence and Padua. 16th Century. The pregnant look. 



Parmigiani:tio. 1503-151+0. Madonna da Collo Lungo. 
The Virgin with the Swan-like Neck. Elongated and elegant shape. 
Mary looks more like a pagan goddess than sorrowful Virgin. 
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biddable and will soon conform to our ways. Her hair is 
not blond—they are not blond here—but reddish and 
plentiful. Her face is on the round side, but I find 
it pleasant. Her neck is slender, almost perhaps on the 
thin side, but graceful. We didn't see her bosom—the 
women cover it here—but it gave the impression of being 
well-formed.' 

The Florentine philosophers may have rationalized about the 

mystical experiences of divine love, but the paintings of the 

female nude body were associated with the pleasures of sex. 

Renaissance man took delight in dwelling on the different parts 

of a woman's anatomy. He claimed it was impossible to find all 

the perfect parts in one woman. Raphael said he had to know many 

women in order to paint the ideal woman. Botticelli's "Birth of 

Venus" (c. 1^5) is a hybrid of Greek idealism and Renaissance 

beauty. The cult of beauty and the cult of love intertwined and 

grew from a foundation of harmonious relationships of feminine 

bones and flesh. This growth culminated not only into a sense of 

the erotic, but also into a cult of voyeurism where the covered 

body implied promises of something more sensual beneath. 

The Crowning Glory 

Not only the shape of the body but also the arrangement of the 

hair was dictated by the fashion tastes of a given period. The 

hair of the Florentine Renaissance woman was an important emblem 

of status. Endless amount of time was devoted to grooming it. 
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To "be in fashion, golden hair was essential. If the woman was not 

"born with yellow hair, she obtained it by artificial means. 

Florentine houses were constructed with loggias that were used "by 

the women while bleaching their hair. Cesare Vecellio, the author 

of The Renaissance Costume Book, said that women spent all their 

time exposing their hair to the sun. They wore a straw hat without 

a crown that was called a "solana." The wcmen would spread their 

hair over the brim. Then they would wet the hair with a special 

solution by dipping a wand with a sponge on the end of it and 

applying it to the hair. At the same time, the "solana" protected 
79 

their skin which was supposed to remain white (Figure 29). 

Wot only was the hair bleached blond; it was also plucked to 

heighten the forehead, plucked to widen the temples, and shaven 

from the neck (Figure 30). This form of torture in the name of 

beauty persisted for 2000 years. Another fashion used false hair 

as well as real hair to form plaits over the ears (Figure 31). 

Pearls and jewels were braided into the hair (Figure 32) or the 

hair was offset with diadems encrusted with precious jewels. 

Sometimes the hair was encased in delicate nets of gold or pearls 
80 

called a "crespine" (Figure 33). 
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Fig. 29. Woman Bleaching Her Hair in the Sun Wearing a 
"Solana." 



Fig. 30. Antonio del Pollaiuolo. Portrait of a Lady. 
Plucked forehead, temples and eyebrows. Shaved neck. Blond 
hair. Note pomegranate cut velvet sleeves. 



Fig. 31• Leonardo da Vinci. Studies for Leda. Plaits 
of hair. 



Fig. 32. Piero del Pollaiuolo. c. 1^70. Portrait of 
a Young Lady. Bejeweled coiffure. Note Persian Palmette cut 
velvet sleeve. 



Fig. 33. Florentine Nobility. 1^00-llf50. The lady on 
the left wears a "erespine." The lady on the right with false 
hair and acanthus leaf in silk "brocade. 
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At the end of the fourteenth century, the hat worn by Italian 

•women was a "sella" which means saddle (Figure 3*0. The turban, 

however, was the most popular headgear by far. Sometimes it 

consisted of coils of silver or gold wire (Figure 35 and Figure 39)• 

Caps were popular during the sixteenth century with both men and 

women, the women's cap being larger. 

According to Vecellio, brides coiled their hair into two 

horns above the forehead and enveloped them in silk. The wedding 

contract painting by Jan van Eyck for an Italian merchant shows the 

bride with this hairstyle (Figure 36). This was in imitation of 
81 

the goddess of chastity. This same hairstyle was also popular 

with prostitutes (Figure 37). 

Women's Fashions 

Before the thirteenth century, the concept of fashion simply 

did not exist. Clothing was a covering for the body. The concept 

of fashion began with the art of fitting the garment to the shape 

of the body. Villani and Sansovino, historians of the thirteenth 

century, said that men and women wore long robes reaching to the 

ground with sleeves fitted at the upper arms and wide near the 

wrist. Fitting began to change in the fourteenth century. Accord

ing to Dante, fashions in Florence changed as rapidly as the value 
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Fig. 3^. Sienese Noble-women. 1350-1U00. The lady on 
the left -wears a cap and the lady on the right wears a sella. 



Fig. 35. Guiliano Bugiardini. Florentine. 
Portrait of a Young Woman. Turban and square low-cut neckline. 



Fig. 36. Jan van Eyck. 143*+. The Betrothal of Arnolfini. 
Horned hairstyle of the bride. Italian -wooden "pattens" seen 
in lower left corner of painting. 



two hoS: 37' Venetiffll Br°thel destitute. Hair coiled into 
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of the coinage. He -was particularly outraged by the poor manners 

of the Florentines and upset "by the dresses worn by Florentine 

women (Figure 38). He said the time will come when "the brazen

faced women of Florence shall be forbidden from the pulpit to go 
83 

abroad showing their breasts with the paps. Sacchetti, the 

fourteenth century novelist, complained about women wearing dresses 

so low that the amp it could be seen. He also disapproved of the 

collar they wore around their neck to which they attached little 

beasts that hung down into their breasts. In addition, he thought 
84 

women's sleeves were large enough to be mattresses (Figure 39)• 

The Florentine Renaissance was a period of great fashion ex

perimentation. To be in style was to dress with individuality and 

it was in poor taste to imitate another's dress. Variety of fashion 

was the rule rather than the exception. It was a matter of who 

could outdo whom in beauty and cost. It is, therefore, difficult 

to pinpoint any one trend in fashion until the Spanish influence 

of the sixteenth century. 

The function of fashion in the Florentine Renaissance was not 

practical, but expressive. Feminine beauty was associated with 

affluence, and if an item was expensive, it was beautiful.. If a 

woman's husband was rich, her ornaments and clothing ought to 

cost a great deal. Since wealth meant that one did not have to 
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Fig. 38. Woman's garment -worn generally throughout Italy 
during Dante's lifetime, c. 1300. 
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Fig. 39- Italian Dress in Pisa. c. 1^20. Lady at right 
center (E) wearing "mattress" sleeves and turban. The arms, 
covered by sleeves of "sottana" are passed through upper holes 
in sleeves of outer garment which has a train. Lady at far 
right (F) wearing "sella." 
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•work with one's hands, only the wealthy could afford to "be idle. 

Such symbols of wealth were exaggeratedly long sleeves and the 

corsetted bodice (Figure UO). "It made it plain to all observers 

that the wearer was not engaged in any kind of productive labor 
85 

. . . .  I t  w a s  t h e  i n s i g n i a  o f  l e i s u r e .  A l t h o u g h  t h i s  c o n c e p t  

may have done much for the ego of the Florentine woman, it also did 

a disservice to her as a person. In associating her with idleness, 

it lowered her personal value and reaffirmed the fact that she was 

the passive half of the human race, while man was the active half. 

Fortunately, Francesco Datini was an astute merchant and he 

kept extensive records. His account books and his correspondence 

with his wife and agents are well preserved in the Prato Archives. 

One of the accounts shows that Margherita Datini, the wife of the 

"Merchant of Prato," took an inventory of her clothes in 1397• The 

inventory showed that she had quite a variety of well-made clothes. 

They were designed from fabrics imported by her husband, Francesco. 

Margherita also owned "pattens" with leather straps (Figure Ul and 

Figure 36). These were wooden shoes on high platforms that were 

worn in bad weather. She also had a pair of "pianella" which were 

leather shoes with no backs and thick leather soles (Figure b 2 )  and 

a pair of white linen undersocks which she covered with long outer 
86 

hose of silk or wool. 
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Fig. 4-0. Filippo Lippi. 1406-1^69• Portrait of a Young 
Woman and Man at a Casement. Profile silhouette of a Lady wearing 
Italian "corsetto" made of toiled leather. 



Fig. 4l. Noblewoman wearing pattens. 



Fig. k 2 .  Italian Dress, c. 1^95-1530. Center figure 
shown wearing "pianella" footwear. 
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At the beginning of the fifteenth century, a woman's costume 

was comprised, of a "sottana," an undergarment, and an outer garment 

with a train. The outer garment was either lined or trimmed with 

fur. The sleeves either hung down loosely or they were made with 

two openings. The arm, which was covered by the sleeve of the 

"sottana," was passed through the upper opening of the outer 

garment (Figure 3 9 ) .  

Toward the end of the fifteenth century, Florentine styles 

were being influenced by foreign styles although they remained 

distinctively "Italian" and individualistic. The outer dress often 

had a pointed neckline and no sleeves. The undergarment had sleeves 

slashed from the elbow to show the puffed sleeves of the "kirtle" 

(Figure 1+3). A girdle encrusted with jewels was sometime worn 
87 

with the costume. 

Around 1500, the basic gown worn throughout Italy was a 

"gamurra." It had long sleeves and a low neckline which re

vealed almost all of the breasts. At first the neckline of the 

"bodice" was square, then V-shaped and by 15^0, the round neckline 

was preferred. Over this was worn the "cioppa" which was an 

elegant, light-colored gown with a train that had to be carried in 

the hand or otherwise it was caught up at the back with a brooch. 

B? 
Deruisseau, "Dress Fashion of the Italian Renaissance":591. 



Fig. ̂ 3* Verocchio. lJ+35-l*+88. Madonna and Child. 
Mary's sleeves are slashed from the elbow to show sleeves of 
"kirtle." 
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The "cioppa" was high-waisted with decorative sleeves that hung 
88 

down loosely, "but did not actually cover the arms (Figures 

and lj-5). 

The styles of sleeves were carried to excess. Some sleeves 

were wide at top and bottom; some so long they touched the ground. 

The ends of the coat-sleeves and the under-garment sleeves were 

decorated with gold braid called a "frisia." The hanging sleeves 

were only decorative, not functional. Some sleeves were attached 

to the shoulders with ribbons and sometimes only the lower half of 

the sleeve was detachable. Sometimes two sets of sleeves were worn 

simultaneously. These exaggerated, dragging sleeves persisted in 

popularity among the wealthy because such sleeves distinguished 

them from the manual workers. Interchangeable sleeves were fashion

able as they were meant to be ornamental and were tied onto the 

bodice. The fine linen underwear was permitted to show where the 

sleeves were tied on (Figure 1+6). 

Jewelry was designed by such distinguished artists as the 

Pollaiuolo Brothers, Ghirlandaio, Cellini and Michelangelo. The 

cutting of gems and cameos became a specialty of Florentine sculptors. 

Generally, the jewelry was rather large. Heavy gold chains, several 

lengths worn at the same time,were especially favored, pearls 

were used profusely. A jewel tied to the head with a ribbon was 

eg 
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Fig. W-. On left, "cioppa" with high waist and decorative 
sleeves worn over long-sleeved "gamurra." 
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Fig. 1+5. Leonardo da Vinci. 11+52-1519• Portrait of Cecilia 
Gallerani holding Ermine, Symbol of Purity. Sitter's right 
side appears unfinished. Left side shows sleeve of "gamurra" 
through sleeve opening of "cioppa." 



Fig. U6. Leonardo da Vinci. I*f52-1519. Portrait of Lady-
La Bella Ferroniere. The fashion of wearing a jewel at the 
forehead was called Ferroniere in her honor. Her sleeves are 
attached with ribbons and are interchangeable. 
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the fad (Figure k6) .  Jewel-encrusted girdles of gold plaques or 

gold "braid were caramon. 

Toward the end of the Florentine Renaissance, the growing 

international dominance of Spain was seen in the world of fashion. 

The gamurra "became shorter and was worn open from top to "bottom. 

Often it had a long train and a narrow waist. This was worn over 

the sottana, but the weight of the fabric continued to increase. 

The women were encased in a kind of superstructure that disguised 

the natural form of the female body. The bodice was stiffened with 

buckram or wood. The portraits of the ladies suggest the abundance 
89 

of wealth, the great pride and the great discomfort of the sitter 

(Figure kT). 

The low-cut rectangular neckline emphasized the breasts which 

were left bare or were covered with transparent gauze. The fit of 

the clothing farther accentuated the breasts. Even the shoulders 

and back were often left uncovered to such an extent that what 

held it up would puzzle all but the wearer (Figure 1*8). All this 

exposure was finally defended by a Jesuit who said that breasts 
90 

were no more sinful than any other part of the body. 

In the early sixteenth century, fine quality linen undergarments 

were very expensive. Something so fine could not be kept hidden 
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Fig. k"~[. Bronzoni. c. 15^5• Elenoradi Toledo, Daughter 
of the Spanish Viceroy in Naples, with Son Giovanni d'Medici. 
Cut velvet evening gown, stiffened "bodice, slashed and corded 
sleeves. 



Fig. 48. Titian. 1477-1576. Lavinia. Gown low cut in 
back as well as front. 
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from view. The solution was to slash the sleeves to reveal the 
91 

finely embroidered linen underwear (Figure ^7 and Figure if8). 

Children's Fashions 

The portraits of children show them dressed as midget adults. 

Because clothes were expensive and an outward sign of wealth, the 

merchant families of Florence wished to have their children dressed 

as elegantly as they themselves were. While indoors, the children 

of both sexes wore coarse, unbleached linen or wool chemises or 

smocks which also served as the undergarments for the luxurious 

clothes worn outdoors. This was the same form of underclothing 

that was worn by the adults of both sexes. 

The children's outer clothes were made of the same fabric as 

the adults' and were worn only for entertaining guests or for 

visiting. The heavy fabrics were reinforced with buckram glued 

to the underside of the outer garment. The sole purpose for wearing 

underwear was to protect the precious outerwear from the chemistry 

of the body. Like her mother, the little girl wore a corsetto 
92 

of heavy boned canvas or boiled leather (Figure ^9). 
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Fig. k-9. Bronzoni. 1503-1572. Portrait of a Princess 
of the Medici Family. 
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Courtesans 

The term "courtesan" "became popular in the fifteenth century. 

A courtesan was more than just a whore; she was a well-educated, 

beautiful and elegantly dressed professional woman. She was the 

Renaissance's answer to the hetaera of ancient Greece. The "Cor-

tegiane" was the companion to Castiglione's "Cortegiano." The cour

tesans were especially popular in Rome, the city of men, and in 

Venice, the port city to the Orient. Even though they were re

strained in conservative Florence, they nevertheless flourished 

(Figure 50). 

The status symbols of the courtesan were dwarfs, monkeys, 

parrots, dogs and other pets. All of her accoutrements gave her an 

aura of luxury and glamor. She possessed the status of "Meretrix 
93 

Honesta." True to the Renaissance and its fascination with 

antiquity, the courtesan gave herself a classical name. "Lucrezia" 
9b 

was the favorite nam de plume. 

The "Honest Whore" would make a grand entrance at church because 

it was the best place to advertise her magnificent cut velvet 

dresses, her jewels and her personal charm. Young men would 

crowd around the church entrance to watch the courtesan go in. 

She went everywhere with an entourage. She was preceded by pages 

and man-servants, and more servants would bring up the rear. It 
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•was said that one Sunday "La Tort or a," the Turtledove, wore to 

church, "a "black velvet and gold robe with gold cords interlaced 

over the velvet, and velvet cords interlaced over the gold. She 
95 

•wore rings and pearls and necklaces." 

Courtesans were dressed so "beautifully that from time to time 

sumptuary laws were passed to reduce their appeal. The laws were 

also supposed to help distinguish the courtesans from the ladies 

because the former dressed even more beautifully than noblemen's 

r 

wives. In fact, there were times when the ladies emulated the 

courtesans in appearance. 

In allowing liberty to the courtesans, Florence was the least 

tolerant of the Italian cities. Generally, courtesans were forced 

to wear the statutory veil and were not supposed to wear gold, 

silver, silk or jewelry. Cesare Vecellio's costume book contains 

an illustration of a prostitute's required costume (Figure 51). 

Even the city fathers of Florence made exceptions for celebrities. 

When "Tullia," a famous "respectable "whore" visited Florence in 

1535, the police regulations were waived to prevent any humiliation 
96 

to such an adored woman. 

_ 

Ibid., p. 29. 
96 
Alexander, Lions and Foxes, p. 352. 
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MBS* 

Fig. 51. Courtesan in Outdoor Garb with Required Veil. 
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Fashion Textiles 

Woolen fabric was seldom used for dressing even among the women 

of lower status. When wool was used, the fiber was interwoven 

with gold threads or heavily decorated with embroidery. 

The embroidery studio of the Murate rtuns of Florence was so 

famous in Tuscany for secular as well as non-secular works that it 

received great praise from Sant' Antonino, Bishop of Florence. 

Because of their intricate works of gold and silver, however, the 

nuns were publicly damned by Savonarola in his sermon in Santa 

Reporata on March 10, 1^95 • The fame of the Murate embroidery 

studio had spread when, in lk68, the nuns had "spiritually" embroi

dered a mantle that was offered by two angels to the Madonna dell* 

Impruneta which was made of gold brocade lined with ermine and 
97 

embroidered with precious gems, pearls and gold (Figure 52). 

Prior to the thirteenth century, silks and velvets were im

ported to Italy from the Far East. Subsequently, Florence, Venice, 

Milan, Genoa and Lucca all produced excellent brocades,, velvets and 

silks. These Italian towns became so proficient in weaving their 

own fabrics that more silks and velvets were made available to more 

people. The Italian silk industry became so strong during the 

fifteenth century that, ironically, the Italian towns began to 
98 

export silk textiles to the Far East from whence they once came. 

97 
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Fig. 52. Florentine School, c. II46O. Portrait of a Lady 
in Red. (Jueen Anne cap is example of intricate design embroidered 
•with gold and pearls. Also, note plucked eyebrows and forehead, 
shaved neck, and complex pine cone patterns on sleeves. 
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During the sixteenth century, fashion made much use of the 

heavy silk textiles. They became so popular that it has been said 

that even the vives of cobblers and tailors were dressed in heavy 

silks. The sheer weight of yards and yards of these heavy silk 

velvets caused the wearer to move more slowly and appear more 

dignified. They also contributed to Renaissance man's conception 

of Renaissance woman as being delicate. The limited mobility that 

was attributed to bottled-up humors was actually due to dragging 

around sixteen yards of heavy velvet. 

Silk velvet was the most popular of the luxury textiles. A 

great deal of variation is obtained by altering the height of the 

pile and the cutting of loops. Silver and gold threads were used 

as well as silk yarns. "Altobasseo" was a velvet fabric with a 

pile of varying heights and woven with a void of gold. The gold 

served as a background to the motifs and this was considered the 

most magnificent textile ever produced by the Italian weavers 

(Figure 53). By the sixteenth century, the aesthetics of velvet 

were increased further by an invention of the Genoese technique of 

crimping threads of the upper warp. This invention enabled weavers 

of velvet cloth to develop designs that resembled metal chasing. 

Patterned velvets were preferred over plain velvet because they 

were much more expensive to make in terms of time, labor, and the 

cost of gold. The extrinsic value that was added to the intrinsic 

beauty of the cloth made it much more desirable. 
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Fig. 53. Carlo Crivelli. li+30-1^+95. Madonna and Child. 
Mary's cloak made of "Altobasseo" velvet with void of gold, 
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The silken fabrics first originated in the Orient; so, too, did 

the decorative patterns that were first used. These were rigid, 

symmetrical birds, trees, animals and geometric shapes (Figure 5*0 • 

As the Italian silk industry grew, the patterns became more relaxed 

and the leaf, floral and animal patterns were those native to Italy. 

Around 1^20, the thistle (also called the pine cone, artichoke or 

pomegranate) gained in popularity. It is believed that this device 

was originally the lotus pattern of the Nile, and eventually it was 

transformed into the Persian palmette pattern (Figure 32). The 

motif came to the Mediterranean region with Islamic weavers and 
99 

gained acceptance in the weaving of velvet brocades (Figure 55) • 

Pisanello (I388-IU56) was the first artist of the Renaissance to 

produce fashion plates. They show women wearing the representative 

dresses made from the prescribed sixteen yards of fabric that were 

considered fashionable. Among the Pisanello drawings preserved at 

the Louvre, there is a prototype pomegranate or pine cone design 

(Figure 30). A number of variations on this device persisted 

throughout the Renaissance, all of them harking back to the original 

Pisanello device. This instance supports the theory that artists 

(such as Raphael and Michelangelo) were often the originators of 
100 

textile motifs. 

99 
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Fig. 5b. Sienese Master, c. 1320-1330. Madonna and Child 
with Saints. Byzantine influence in drapery being held up by angels. 
Islamic motifs are rigid and symmetrical. 



Fig. 55. Masolino da Panicale. c. 3.1+30. Florentine. 
The Archangel Gabriel. The early thistle or pomegranate from the 
lotus pattern of the Nile. 
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Toward the end of the fifteenth century, the pomegranate motif 

•was no longer fashionable and was replaced by more -varied motifs. 

The flower vase motif and the acanthus leaf were others that were 

favored during the Renaissance (Figure 56 and Figure 33). The 

artist, Antonio del Pollaiuolo (1^29-1^98) is said to have invented 
101 

the flower vase motif. By 1550, great painters no longer de

signed textile patterns, and the new designs were taken from classical 
102 

architecture. 

Color 

Color had symbolic significance prior to the Florentine 

Renaissance, but color lost its symbolic value with the changes in 

philosophy and social structure. Giotto, who for the most part 

existed in the medieval past, had to paint with colors prescribed 

by the Church. Before 1300, color in clothing either indicated 

rank in society or it symbolized a virtue that had nothing to do 

with the individual wearing it. Also, various colors were associated 

with the liturgical seasons and feast days of the Church. The 

medieval rules were that the color of the Virgin Mary's robe must 

always be blue, and the robe of Jesus must always be white. White 

was associated with virtue. Virtue was woman's highest gift to man, 

and white became the most fashionable color for women. Red was 

Deruisseau, "Dress Fashion of the Italian Renaissance":597-599. 
102 
Santangelo, Great Italian Textiles, pp. 57-58. 
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Fig. 56. Andrea Montegna. lij-31-1506. The Circumcision. 
Flower-vase motif seen in pilaster. Acanthus leaf in capital. 
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reserved to depict the Christ Triumphant and for the robes of 

the clergy and the upper class. 

Color lost its ifiystical and symbolic significance as the 

humanists turned to nature for inspiration and relied on the senses 

to give meaning to life. The visual effect of color became the 

criterion for choice. Color was selected for its aesthetic appeal 

to the senses rather than for any intrinsic significance. Indi

viduals chose colors to suit themselves or to suit a particular 

occasion such as a festival or a masquerade. There were self-

styled fashion consultants who suggested which colors did or did 

not harmonize. Color became associated with good taste. 

White was considered the most elegant when embroidered with 

gold (Figure 57). White and gold as a combination was so esteemed 
103 

that courtesans were absolutely forbidden to wear it. 

In Florence, everyone adored red (Figure 58). Red and purple 

were extremely expensive colors, but they were available to anyone 

who could afford to pay the price. Red, although costly, became so 

common that the popes had to issue special proclamations to force 

the cardinals to wear it. Black was also a popular color for 

velvets, but the most favorite color was red. 

Florence was once famous for wool dyeing, but wool lost favor 

to silk fabrics. The dyeing of silk, however, required greater 

ingenuity and the Florentine dyers met the challenge. Natural 

__ 

Beruisseau, "Dress Fashion of the Italian Renaissance";601. 
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Fig. 57. Filippo Lippi. c. IU67. The Coronation of the 
Virgin Mary. Mary in white robe embroidered with gold, considered 
the most elegant of all color combinations. 



Fig. 58- Bronzoni. 1503-1572. Lucrezia Paniatichi 
The Lady in Red. 
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silk is yellowish in color "which "would affect the coloration of the 

dyes used. The dyers soon found a "way to bleach silk "before dyeing 

by a sulphurization'process. Then the silk was whitened through a 

blueing process. These multiple processes added to the cost of 
10U 

whitened and dyed silken fabrics. 

Clothes have high visibility and help express the identify of 

the wearer. There are only two basic methods for hanging clothing 

on a human body: either unfitted draping such as with a toga or 

waistcloth or tailored, constructed apparel which is fitted to 

the body. The range of variation is so limited that the subtleties 
105 

of the symbolic function become extremely significant. 

In the Florentine Renaissance, the female body was adorned as 

if it were fluid architecture. The purpose for covering the body was 

to create sensual experiences. Texture, color, line, form and 

pattern bombarded the five senses. Clothing fulfilled the age-old 

need for aesthetic self-adornment with a vengeance. Distinct rank 

and sex role assignment were particularly apparent in portraiture 

because the sitter was painted in her ceremonial apparel (Figure 58). 

In portraits, the woman appears as a tubular structure decorated 

With a colorful velvet facade. 

An endless amount of literature warned women about the moral 

consequences of vanity. Although the clergy was able to give 

__5 
Ibid., 601-603. 
105 
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biblical proof, men in other professions also admonished women 

against luxurious dressing. Even the neo-Platonists warned against 

deception since "true" physical beauty was associated with virtue 
106 

and divinity. 

Through physical beauty, woman was able to advance in status. 

She was graduated from the allegory of expulsion to the allegory of 

transcendence. The neo-Platonic association of spirituality with 

the pagan goddesses of antiquity further advanced the romantic 

worth of woman. Through the allegories, as depicted by the artists, 

woman evolved into an active heroine where once upon a time her 
107 

role was that of passive madonna with downcast eyes. 

Fashion is dynamic and, as with all human endeavor, it reaches 

a peak, then dissipates. In the rise and decline of Florentine 

fashions, the early transitional clothing draped from neck to toe 

and covered the entire body in cylindrical fashion. As interest 

developed in the human form and in human individuality, fashions 

began to reveal the contours of the body and to expose various parts 

of it. In the beginning of the Florentine Renaissance, women's 

fashions were soft and clinging. Eventually, the principle of 

individuality led to competitiveness with excess in yardage, texture, 

pattern and color. Women (and men) concentrated on inimitability 

106 
Maclean, The Renaissance Notion of Woman, p. 15. 
107 
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and a display of affluence. With the increasing international 

influence of Spain, the Italian fashions "became static and acquired 

the stiffness of the Spanish costume. However, Italian women 

never did accept the Spanish cone or the farthingale, preferring 

the layering of petticoats to •whalebone and wiring. 

Veblen's law, that aesthetics is in direct proportion to the 

cost of the apparel, was evident during the Florentine period. 

The apparel worn then gave evidence of social worth. The portraits 

show individuals who did not engage in productive labor. The in-
108 

signia of leisure was to be a consumer without producing. The 

draping of yards and yards of gold, bejeweled, silk, velvet textiles 

on the body along with the complicated hairstyles that required 

hours of bleaching and coiffuring, gave evidence that the wearer 'was 

a member of the leisure class. It was the leisure class, however, 

that had the time to read, debate and to question. The members 

were the very same people who provided the opportunities for the 

development of the arts and sciences that led to the complex world 

of technology that we live in today. 

108 
Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE ICONOGRAPHIES OF WOMAN BY ARTISTS 

OF THE FLORENTINE RENAISSANCE 

The paintings in this chapter are included to illustrate the 

social, philosophical and religious influences on the iconographies 

of woman. The early icons personified abstract idealism. They 

were Christian in content and were supposed to be images of the 

Mother, Queen of Heaven. The teacher iconography, the humanistic 

nude that was introduced by Masaccio, was Christian in content. 

The iconography portrayed by Botticelli was both Christian and 

pagan, both mother and teacher, both abstract and humanistic. 

This is true also of Raphael's iconography, but the technique of 

conveying the message is sublimely sophisticated and even more 

humanistic. By the end of the Florentine Renaissance the iconog

raphy of woman appears to be more that of teacher than mother, 

more humanistic and more pagan than any of the earlier paintings. 

The Florentine Renaissance was the period that saw itself as 

a time of rebirth and invented the term "Renaissance" for its own 

period and "Medieval" for the era just prior to itself. The Floren

tines called the art and architecture of the "Medieval" period 

"Gothic" or barbaric. "Medieval" meant the period between the 

Golden Age of Athens and the Golden Age of Florence. 
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miring the Florentine Renaissance, the principal significant 

change in the iconography of the Florentine woman was one from 

abstract idealism to one of humanistic idealism. This transition 

was not clear-cut since there were several schools of art competing 

for recognition. In general, colors and objects lost their religious 

meanings, and were used mainly for the sensual pleasures afforded 

the viewer. Man had tasted the fruit of both the Tree of Knowledge 

and the Tree of Life. His curiosity knew no bounds. Through 

education, new secrets of the universe were revealed to him and 

through painting, sculpture and architecture, he gave himself a 

pass to immortality. 

There were two basic metaphysical theories of art that influenced 

the iconography of woman during the Florentine Renaissance. The 

Aristotelian theory was that art was only an imitation of the Real, 

while the Platonic theory was that the Real appeared in art. 

Plato's theory gained strength through the humanists who discovered 

the neo-Platonic interpretations of the third century Egyptian, 

Plotinus. Plotinus interpreted Plato's theory to mean that art 

was the expressed emotions of souls Tinder the spell of love. 
109 

Lovers of beauty become godlike and beautiful. The neo-Platonic 

artists, who were followers of Ficino, attempted to fuse the pagan 

tradition with Christianity. They used allegory and symbolism 

109 
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to treat themes of chivalry, religion and the humanistic spirit 
110 

that vere inspired "by nature. 

To Ficino, the -whole system of art was "based on contemplative 

experiences, since every creative work of art is made possible only 

by an act of internal concentration. Ficino believed in the ancient 

doctrine of proportion, that is, the harmonious relationships of 

all the parts of a whole. The external appearance of an object is 

related to its inner conception and through conception, it is 

related to the Divine Idea. Therefore, the creative artist achieves 
111 

a product by giving form to his original God-inspired idea. 

Through neo-Platonism, artists lost their low status of mere 

artisans and became elevated to the level of mystical geniuses. 

Both the artists and those educated in the humanities redefined 

their world in terms of Greek and Roman antiquity. This definition 

gave them a sense of eliteness since they were thus transcended 

from the finite world of man to the eternal world of the pagan 

gods and goddesses. They developed a private language of art. 

Aesthetically, Renaissance art had little in common with the art 

of so-called antiquity. The Florentine Renaissance man interpreted 

the Platonic and neo-Platonic philosophies to accommodate the 

needs of his own unique times. 

110 ~ 
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This chapter is a chronological analysis by the author of the 

processes of change in the iconographies of woman by the Florentine 

Renaissance artists.. Through the evolution of time, the humanistic 

artists brought the Queen of Heaven down to earth and they brought 

Venus down from Mt. Olympus. They amalgamated the two into one 

harmonious creation and arrived at an iconography of a spiritually 

divine, sensually beautiful woman. 

Mary's Image 

In early Italian icons, the cloak of the Virgin Mary was always 

painted blue with edges of gold. Legend has it that this was the 

way the angels saw Mary and transmitted this vision to St. Luke who 

was the first person to paint an icon of the Virgin. Thereafter, 

the Virgin was always painted in a blue cloak trimmed in gold until 

the changes that took place in the Florentine Renaissance. 

Mary and other subjects within the same paintings were mixed 

in terms of time reference. For example, Mary would be wearing her 

blue.robe and the saints wore their Roman togas, while other 

secular subjects were dressed in the latest fashions of the Renais

sance. Gradually, as Mary became more humanistic, the cloak fell 

from her head and it was replaced by a white gauze veil to signify 

that she was a married woman. Then she lost her head covering 

altogether. At first, no hair was visible from beneath the blue 

cloak, then gradually the blond coiffure became visible and very 

stylish. The color of the cloak changed from blue to green or 
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red. Then Mary eventually wore cloaks of the finest silk brocades 

and velvets cut in the latest fashion. 

Mary's features kept up with the conventions of Florentine 

beauty. The forehead and face had to imitate the pearl. That is 

why the forehead was free of hair. Pearls were seen everywhere on 

her—in the hair, around the neck, on the hands and embroidered on 
112 

the clothing. 

Many men tried to visualize what the Madonna looked like. 

Albert the Great said that her beautiful features showed her inner 

perfection. He said she had black hair and eyes which showed a 

firm mind and contrasted with her lovely complexion. She had to be 

the most elegant woman in order to produce a perfect son because 

like begets like. 

Boccaccio said the Virgin's beauty was unique, unlike that 
113 

of any other woman. 

Nicolo Franco (15^+2) said the Virgin had been adorned with 

gold, purple, jewels, and garlands. Her limbs were as white as 

alabaster and her purity shone from within. Her golden hair was 

woven with gold bands. Embellishing her head were veils shot with 

gold. Her hands were of ivory whiteness, adorned with jeweled 
111* 

rings. 
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The Virgin of the Florentine Renaissance was a demigoddess of 

divine perfection spiced with classical beauty. The poets spoke 

of the Virgin Mary in pagan terms. She was called such things as 

"Juno, mother of the gods," and "Venus," the most popular goddess 
115 

of love. 

Icons 

There had long been a dispute among the Christian leaders 

about the use of images; pictures, frescoes*and statues of the 

Virgin, Christ,and saints in the churches. In 726, Leo III issued 

an edict condemning the worship of images and the burning of incense 

in their honor, but the worshipers continued their veneration and 

the "iconoclasts" continued their persecution. The Council of 

Constantine in 764 condemned image worship and the second Council of 

Nicaea tried to develop a doctrine that said images should be 

venerated for what they represented, not for what they were. 

Another Council of Constantinople in 842 made image worship per

missible. Finally, the Roman Catholic Church declared'that images 

may be venerated as symbols while the Greek Orthodox Church declared 

that pictures may be venerated, but only the image of Christ may 

be adored. 

During the Crusades, Byzantine icons were imported into 

Italy from Constantinople. The Byzantine icons are Oriental in 

style with stoic faces and narrow eyes (Figure 59)• All the 

__ 

Masson, Courtesans of the Italian Renaissance, p. 15. 



Fig. 59. Byzantine Icon. Early 13th Century. Madonna 
Enthroned with Child. Wood, 33x21 inches. National Gallery of 
Art, Washington, D.C. 
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Byzantine icons were venerated, "but Mary's icons were especially 

venerated. They were supposed to be pictures of the way the Virgin 

looked in real life'. Mary's icons would even accept rewards of 

thanks for the help they gave to those who prayed to them. 

Originally, icons were portable objects of veneration made from 
116 

mosaics. The concept of carrying a personal icon became popular 

throughout Western Europe. A genuine Byzantine icon emits a gentle 

melancholy. The bodies are schematized with only a suggestion of 
117 

anatomy. There is a lyrical restraint in the composition. 

The mosaic icons inspired Italian artists to paint portable 

icons of their own. They prepared a panel with a ground of gesso 

and painted the image in egg tempera and gold leaf. Some relief was 

given to the paintings by carving into the ground before applying 

the egg tempera. The representations are done with a juxtaposition 

of light and dark rather than a modeling of highlight and shade. 

For the first time, in 1250, there appeared an icon that was 

distinctly Italian. In Siena, there is a small panel called "The 

Madonna of the Big Eyes," (Figure 60). This painting was extremely 

venerated and was carried before the Sienese troops as they went 

forth into battle. "The Madonna of the Big Eyes" was the Queen of 

the City of Siena and the painting possessed the essence and power 

115 
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117 
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Fig. 60. Sienese. c. 1250. Madonna and Child called 
The Madonna of the Big Eyes. 
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of the Virgin Mary herself. The painting had the capacity to act 

upon the prayers of the pious or to react against anyone's prayers 

if she chose to do so. This painting was more than just a portrait 

of the Virgin—it was a true icon. 

The "Madonna of the Big Eyes" is attributed to Coppo di Marco-

valdo, a Florentine. The painting was inspired "by the Byzantine 

mosaic icons, but "The Madonna of the Big Eyes" is a genuine painted 

Italian icon. The eyes are saucer-like and they have an enormous 

impact on the spectator. The gold leaf background is directly 

related to the gold mosaics that were used as background in the 
118 

Byzantine icons. The features of the baby Jesus are those of a 

little man because the masses would not otherwise believe that a 

baby could perform miracles. 

The Italian icons differed from the Byzantine icons in the 

emotional impact they had on the viewer. Subtle changes occurred 

in the features and in the draping of the figure. The eyes of the 

icon became less Oriental and larger. Instead of the drapery 

being shot with gold, elementary highlighting and shading were used 

to suggest limbs beneath the drapery. The Italian icons were 

intended to cause excitement instead of restraint in religious 

llB 
Gold mosaic would diffuse the light and give the subject a 

radiance. The artists who painted icons used gold leaf to obtain 
a similar background as well as for modeling the figures, but 
gold leaf does not satisfactorily diffuse light. This limitation 
of gold leaf led to a notable change when white paint was used 
for highlighting instead of gold leaf. Compare Figs. 60 and 61. 
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devotion. When the Christian Church began to use the icons to 

appeal to the emotions, the icons could no longer be considered 

Italio-Byzantine, but early Renaissance. 

The function of painting in the thirteenth century was limited 

to representing basic, but emotional, truths to the masses. Choir 

screens were built in churches and scenes were painted on them to 

attract the attention of the viewers. In this way, the Mass was not 

only heard and smelled but also seen and emotionally felt. 

The humanistic direction is apparent in the representation of 

the Christ figure. Prior to the thirteenth century, Christ was 

seen only as standing triumphantly holding the cross. The first 

"croce pinta"—painted cross—with Christ on it is found in Siena. 

For the first time, Christ is humanized as he is shown suffering. 

The head is tilted. The body is uncovered except for the belly 

drapery which enhances his sexual and emotional appeal. Christ is 

dying nailed to the cross, not living triumphantly. The Virgin is 

seen as a mother in mourning. She is no longer the unapproachable 

Queen of Heaven. Also, Mary Magdalene is seen kissing the bloody 

feet of Christ. Although the concept of the icon was Byzantine in 

origin, the substance had become transformed in form and facial 

expression through the humanization process. 

Duccio (1279-1319) 

The aloof Virgin of the Byzantine icons became somewhat more 

human in "The Madonna of the Big Eyes" who captured the audience 
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•with her stare. Then, through Duccio in Siena, the early Renais

sance art world experienced another step toward humanism. The old 

convention of juxtaposing light and dark was still retained by 

Duccio, "but there "was a harmony and a sense of human dignity in 

his work hitherto unknown. 

In the "Rucellai Madonna Enthroned," Duccio still paints in the 

Italio-Byzantine style in "which the Virgin is silhouetted against the 

gold background (Figure 6l). It is a flat painting and highly 

linear. Even the drapery is quite linear. The angels are placed 

one above the other instead of overlapping the subjects. 

The "Maesta," a large "wood panel painting, is Duccio's major 
119 

work (Figure 62). The Virgin, seated on her throne and all the 

other figures are Medieval in character, still thin without much 

volume. They are all elegantly modeled and the flesh becomes 

softer, unlike its Byzantine forerunner (Figure 63). The patterns 

are delicately delineated in the Saints' garments (Figure 6b and 

Figure 65). In the "Maesta," the saints and angels overlap, which 

is an advance, but they sometimes appear to be encroaching upon 

one another's space. Compared to Giotto's compositions, Duccio's 

composition is more static. Giotto creates animation as his figures 

bend and turn and express emotion in their faces. 

H9 
At this very same moment, Giotto was painting in Fresco, 

the much more modern technique of the Florentine Renaissance. 



Fig. 6l. Duccio. c. 1285- Madonna Enthroned. Rucellai 
Madonna. Wood, IV9 l/2"x9'6 l/2". Madonna in Blue Cloak with 
Edges of Gold. Cloak covers entire head, no hair showing. 



Fig. 62. imccio. 1308-1311. Maesta. 



Fig. 63. Duccio. Maesta. Detail. Madonna and Child 
with Angels. 



Fig. 6 k .  Duccio. Ma.esta. Detail. Saint. Delicate 
deliniation of patterns. 



Fig. 65. Duccio. Maesta. Detail. Saint. Modeling of 
flesh. 
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Contrast "The Madonna of the Big Eyes" (Figure 60) with the 

"Maesta" (Figure 63). The "Maesta" is the next giant step in the 

humanization of the subject matter. This painting is the most 

representative of the new Italian technique of that time. Although 

everything appears static, the color, line and pattern are dynamic. 

The sapphire blue of the large Virgin in the center is offset by 

the lavish gold of the background. The lavender cloak of the child 

appears transparent as if there is flesh underneath. The whole 
120 

picture may be symmetrical but there is life stirring within. 

On the back panels of the "Maesta," the Life of the Virgin and 

the Passion of Christ are depicted. The Annunciation takes place 

in a modern middle-class interior. In the past, the background was 

merely a flat surface. In the Annunciation, there is a window 

beyond which space can be seen. This shows an empirical use of 

one-point perspective. Duccio, through his artistic genius, conveyed 

to the viewer the most information about human environment hereto

fore ever attempted. 

Duccio towered over most of his contemporaries in depicting 

"real" people; that is, he represented eternal truths in a way that 

the ill iterate masses could understand. He humanized his pictures 

of the Virgin and her son by relating them to everyday life and by 
121 

placing them in settings that were familiar to the masses. 

The reason that the faces of the angels are all alike is because 
angels do not have personalities. On the other hand, the faces of 
the saints are distinctly individual because they once possessed human 
personalities when they lived on earth. See Figs. 6k and 65. 

121 
C. Smith, Taped Lecture, 8 June I98I. 
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Cimabue (C.1240-C.13Q2) 

Little is known about the Florentine painter, Cimabue. To 

some, Cimabue is the last Italio-Byzantine painter, but others 

consider him to be one of the first true Renaissance painters. 

His is a giant step forward toward hrumanization from the abstrac

tions of the Byzantine icons. 

In the "Maesta," the eyes of the Virgin are wide, not Oriental 

in shape (Figure 66). Although the Virgin takes a full frontal 

static position of a Byzantine icon (which symbolizes spiritual 

reality), the light and shade in the drapery are modeled with 

color and white paint. The angels overlap one another suggesting 

the idea that each one is occupying its own space even though the 

full bodies cannot be seen. More spatial sense is given by the 
122 

cylindrical throne that envelops the Madonna. 

Giotto (1276-1338) 

In the Medieval era, what writing was to the learned, painting 

was to the ignorant. The main purpose for painting was' to educate 

the masses about the events and ideas of the Christian faith. The 

art of the Florentine Renaissance was primarily narrative. Giotto's 

frescoes also provided pleasure for the eyes of the intellectuals 

— 

Goldstein, Lecture, 10 September 1980. 



Fig. 66. Cimabue. 13th Century. Maesta. The sense 
human forms occupying space. 
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123 
as well as instruction for the ignorant. He was well received 

by his contemporaries who said his paintings were "natural" and in 

correct proportion.' 

Giotto sets out to tell a story. A central figure is interpreted 

with other figures contributing to the interpretation. There is no 

implication of God being some distant, foreign figure. The in

formation conveyed by the props and cast of characters is that 

nature is the manifestation of God. 

The change in the value structures of man in the thirteenth 

and fourteenth centuries prompted the change in how the subject 

matter of painting was addressed. An evolution took place from the 

universal, distant, abstract to the particular, the now, the 

concrete. Giotto's "naturalism" is indisputably linked to the 

rest of the Florentine Renaissance in that he presents human figures 

in relation to one another in the known world. 

Even though Giotto was still creating according to the rules 

of the Church as to what may or may not be painted, he made a 

complete break with the Medieval concept of the supernatural. 

His paintings are plainly humanistic. The scenes and people are 

natural. The observer is invited to project his personal experiences 

on to the scenes. The costumes and furniture are contemporary. 

The subjects in the paintings are relating to one another (Figure 67). 

123 
It was later, in the High Renaissance, that frescoes became 

political. A good example of political frescoes are those seen 
in St. Peter's Cathedral. 



Fig. 67. Giotto. The Body of Saint Francis Before the 
Church of Saint Damian. Detail of two poor Virgins. The two 
women show movement as they discuss what they see, one in 
profile and the other in 3/^ view. 
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It is a matter of man relating to man and not man relating to God. 

The frescoes show conflict of attitudes "between two human beings or 

the unrest of human' beings toward an event that is taking place 

under humanly created circumstances. 

Giotto's paintings told the masses that through faith the 

eternal world of the blessed is obtainable. The people in the 

paintings are no better nor worse than the observer who could reach 

out and touch the paintings. They have the same emotional feelings. 

They are real people. 

The "Enthroned Madonna d'Ognissanti" shows a gabled throne 

through which the observer can see space that recedes from zone 

to zone (Figure 68). The drapery shows light and dark shading in 

the folds; it is not simply delineated. The observer can believe 

there is a real, substantial body beneath the cloak of Mary. 

Giotto shows a sense of form and the lines are somewhat fluid. 

Also, this painting clearly illustrates Giotto's attempt to push 

the figures back into space, but he was unable to overcame the 
12k 

limitations of a two-dimensional surface. His problems were 

later resolved by Leonardo through the use of one-point perspective 

and modeling with color. 

The Triumph of Death 

The development in the iconography of woman came to an hiatus 

with the death of Giotto and did not seem to come alive again until 

125 
Goldstein, Lecture, 12 September 1980. 
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Fig. 68. Giotto, c. 1310. Enthroned Madonna d'Ognissanti. 
Wood, 10'8"x6'8 1/2". Although reminiscent of the early icons, 
this shows a depth of space and solidity of form. 
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Masaccio "began to paint. There -was a mid-thirteenth century 

crisis due to the recurring Black Plague, a drought, and banking 

failures. Man began' to wonder what he did wrong to bring God's 

ire upon himself. A pessimistic view of human character developed 

and human nature was rejected. There was a stress on representing 

God the Father and the triumph of death over life. It seemed as 

if the distresses and diseases that man experienced were caused by 

the Lord-God as punishment to his children for being too worldly. 

As if in need of a scapegoat, this resulted in a reaction against 

women. The personification of Death was woman. 

Orcagna (1308-1368) painted the frescoes of Paradise and Hell 

in the Church of Sta. Maria Novella in Florence. He relied on 

Petrarch's conception of Death in painting her in female form. 

Death was a fierce, deaf and blind woman. "With a sword, she slayed 

all the barbarians and foreigners. To the Florentines of that day, 
125 

Death—"Mors"—was the Queen of Hell and the wife of Satan. 

At the cemetery in Pisa, there is the "Maestro del Trionfo 

della Morte," 1360-1370, the Triumph of Death. Although these 

frescoes honor Death, they seem to show the other side to the 

horrible fear of death. There is a humanistic message that seems to 

say, "Life is dear." Life here on earth should be appreciated 
126 

since there is so little time. 

125 
Adolphe Napolean Didron, Christian Iconography: The History 

of Christian Art in the Middle Ages (New York: Frederick Ungar 
Pub. Co., 196877 v. II, p. 157-160. 

126 
C. Smith, Taped Lecture, 15 June I98I. 
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Perspective 

Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-1^^) is credited with the pros-
127 

elytism of the rules of perspective. Artists of his day 

developed an extraordinary interest in mathematics. They believed 

that mathematics had its source in nature and nature was the source 

of all art. What they understood through their senses, they 

helieved was natural. Emotional development, inspired by natural 

objects, is a neo-Platonic concept. 

The idea of perspective developed into a system of putting 

three-dimensional forms on a two-dimensional surface. The surface 

became the window through which the observer sees. The vanishing 

point corresponds with the position of the viewer. Since this 

concept presupposes that the viewer is standing squarely in front 

of the painting and can see with only one eye, the vanishing point 

would be in the middle of the painting. The painting was divided 

into zones, with each zone becoming smaller toward the vanishing 

point. 

The enormous significance of the discovery of perspective can 

be comprehended only in relation to the development of the human

istic philosophy at that time. Although the artists were looking 

back to antiquity for enlightenment, they themselves were the 

inventors of a new means of communicating the concept that "man is 

the measure of all things." Through perspective, man expressed 

_ 

Plumb, The Renaissance, p. 95. 
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his conception of space. Man measured space in relation to himself. 

He "was then able to see the relative sizes of objects within his 

own environment (Figure 69). 

Masaccio (lUOl-1^28) 

Many art historians contend that Masaccio picked up where 

Giotto left off. In Masaccio's art, there is emotion on the faces 

of the subjects and the concept of space is studied more seriously. 

In the "Distribution of Alms" (Figure 69), humanism in art is further 

developed in the depicting of a street scene. Masaccio's buildings 

are relative to human proportions and they diminish in size as 

they recede into the background. Prior to this discovery, figures 

were placed in rows, behind one another in layers toward the 

background. Masaccio places the lesser figures around a central 

figure to form a semi-circle. Succeeding artists adopted this 
128 

curvilinear sense of space. 

A completely new facet in iconography was the appearance of 

nude figures by Masaccio. Ever since the Middle Ages, the subjects 

had been clothed. There are two emotional nudes in Masaccio's 
129 

"Expulsion from Paradise" (Figure 70 and Figure 71) • There is 

a naivete about the naked figures and their anatomical structures. 

128 
Goldstein, Lecture, 29 September 1980. 
129 
The branches of leaves were painted on later during a 

"purification" period. 
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Pig. 69. Masaccio. The Distribution of Alms and the Death 
of Ananias. The buildings are relatiTe in size to the human 
forms. Note also the turban on the woman and the bare buttocks 
of the child. 



Fig. 70. Masaccio. The Expulsion of Adam and Eve from 
the Garden of Paradise. Detail. The first nude paintings, Taut 
not sketched from life. 



Fig. 71. Masaccio. The Expulsion of Adam and Eve from the 
Garden of Paradise. Detail. The outline of the area "where the 
pigment was applied to the intonaco can be seen. 
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Bone and muscle are underdeveloped in "both the male and female 

forms. Eve is very much the iconography of Renaissance woman with 

her small, high breasts, an undefined waist and "unshapely, thin 

flanks. 

Fra Filippo Lippi (1^06-lU69) 

Fra Filippo Lippi painted primarily small devotional pictures. 

The settings are in the Renaissance architecture of his times "but 

the size of the buildings are still disproportionately too small for 

the figures to comfortably occupy the space. There is a beauty and 

delicacy in the features and forms of the subjects that foreshadow 

the coming of Botticelli. One-point perspective is used with the 

figures remaining in the front zone. 

In the round "Madonna and Child," there is much human activity 

in the setting of a fifteenth-century house (Figure 72). In the 

background on the stairs are Joachim and Anna while on the platform 

the birth of the Virgin is taking place. Except for the anatomically 

strange baby, all other figures are moving gracefully. • The color 

and style of the Virgin's hair is contemporary. 

In another "Madonna and Child," the shell motif is behind the 

Virgin's head indicating her association with Venus (Figure 73). 

The entire shallow background is supposed to convey the impression 

of the Renaissance preference for classical architecture. The 

Virgin's clothing and headdress are contemporary. The baby's 

face is slightly foreshortened and it is child-like compared 
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Fig. 72. Fra Filippo Lippi. 
Elegant, delicate, "blond Virgin. 

lko6-lk69. Madonna and Child. 



Fig. 73. Fra Filippo Lippi. Madonna and Child with Shell 
Motif. Wood. 
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to the elderly features of the Jesus in "The Madonna of the Big 

Eyes" (Figure 60). 

Portraiture 

In the mid-fifteenth century, the Florentines invented a new 

•way to revere their dead and satisfy their own egos: the portrait. 

"Through painting," Alberti observed, "the faces of the dead go 
130 

on living." It was a common practice to paint a series of 

portraits in which dead men and their surviving relatives stood 

side by side. Terra cotta or wooden busts were often taken from 

death masks (Figure 7U). They served a ritual purpose. A votive 

image may be dressed in the clothes of the dead man. The family 

portraits that are seen in some religious paintings suggest the 

religious practice of "voti." The ancestral portraits seem to be 
131 

related to the votive figures in religion. 

When portraiture was in its infancy, artists tended to sketch 

the features of both male and female sitters in much the same way. 

The artists were seeking to create their own concepts of ideal 

beauty. As the techniques of portraiture were perfected, the 

subjects became more identifiable. The artists were expected to 

capture not only the countenance, but also the sex, rank, and 

affluence of the sitter. The portrait had to show class distinction. 

130 
Kent, Household and Lineage, pp. 100, 110. 
131 
Ibid. 
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Fig. 7^. Laurana. c. 11+68. The Bust of Beatrice of Aragon. 
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The patterns and richness of the clothing and jewels were painted 

to impress the sitter's superiority upon the spectator. The por

trait was also supposed to convey the ideal of the culture and 

the epitome of aesthetic taste. 

The image of woman that was created by the artist had nothing 

to do with the reality of the woman's body beneath the opulence and 

texture of the fabrics (Figure 75)• The clothes and the form were 

often presketched or done according to a preconceived notion of the 

artist. Lighting and perspective were important but anatomical 

exactness was immaterial. The stylized ideal separated the portrait 

of the sitter from the brutality of the real world. Since woman 

was given the neo-Platonic role of transporting man to the sacred 

and divine world, her portrait could not hint of the sordid and 

insecure realities of life. The portrait of a lady had to look as 

if she were above all that and her appearance had to guarantee it. 

Piero della Francesca (1^16-1^92) 

Piero developed the illusion of three-dimensionality through 

the use of natural light. He also took the problem of perspective 

very seriously. He attempted to be mathematically precise which 

was in tune with the current thinking of his day. 

In lkh5, Piero was commissioned to paint "Madonna della Miseri-

cordia," an altarpiece at Sansepolcro, for the Brotherhood of 

Mercy (Figure 76). The Virgin, who represents the body of the 

church, stands as a protectress of the compagna with her arms 



Fig. 75• Unknown Florentine Painter, c. 1550. Portrait 

of a Lady. 



Fig. 76. Piero della Francesca. Sansepolcro Madonna della 

Misericordia. The tubular Madonna. 
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extended so that her cloak forms a tent-like enclosure for the 

group of supplicants gathered "below. The composition was conceived 
132 

throughout in terms'of basic geometrical forms. The Madonna is 

painted as a potential cylinder. The drapery was copied from 

statues in order to catch the fall of light and shade. That is 

•why it appears as static as stone. 

Even though the painting bears the archaic feature of gold 

leaf to indicate the Madonna's radiance, Piero's work had come a 

long way from the flatness of the Byzantine icons where the surface 

was merely mapped out and filled in. The Madonna has the high-

plucked forehead, thin eyebrows, white gauze head covering and an 

elliptical halo making her a very contemporary, though protective, 
133 

virgin (Figure 77). 

Piero painted the "Pregnant Madonna" to pay homage to the 

birth place of his mother (Figure 78). This painting shows how 

much he learned from Masaccio. The curvilinear interior compels 

the viewer to look up at the Virgin from a step below. 

The "Pregnant Madonna" is important in the iconography of the 

Virgin. The true cult of the Virgin would have been inconceivable 

before 1250. The "Pregnant Madonna" focuses on the concept of 

"Madonna," Virginal motherhood, the Mother of God. She is truly a 

132 
Alastair Smart, The Renaissance and Mannerism in Italy 

(London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971), p. 69. 
133 
C. Smith, Taped Lecture, li+ June 1981. 
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Fig. 77- Piero della Francesca. Sansepolcro Madonna della 
Misericordia. Detail. High shaved forehead, •white gauze covering 
the hair, crown and elliptical halo. 
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Fig. 78. Piero della Francesca. 
Two Angels. 

Pregnant Madonna •with 
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woman, although strictly virginal. The Virgin, by discreetly 

unbuttoning her dress and holding her abdomen, shows that she is 

in the act of giving birth to a baby without transgressing the 

rules of decorum. The Medieval image of the birth would have been 

a cutaway view of the abdomen in which the child would have been 

seen. That image was displaced by the discreet pointing of the 

fingers to a slit in the dress. 

All of Piero's portraits were painted in profile. This was the 

most common pose in the Middle Renaissance. It was a convention 

derived from the portraits of the emperors on ancient Roman coins. 

In the portrait of the Duchess of Urbino, the subject is supposed 

to be standing on a balcony (Figure 79)- Perspective is used in 

the landscape in the background. This setting was popular for 

portraiture at this time. In the High Renaissance, the subject 

turns around and looks back at the observer which creates an intimacy 

hitherto unknown. This type of human communication was apparent 

throughout the whole social fabric of •urban Florentine life. 

The Duchess of Urbino was a very fashionable lady. The blond 

hair is plucked from the forehead and braided with white silk. 

fabric topped with pearls. Her pearl-like features are free of 

hairy eyebrows and pearls are arranged in rows around her neck. 

She wears sleeves of voided velvet and the black velvet bodice 

symbolic of a patrician's wife. 

Federico, the Duke of Urbino, was painted in left profile by 

Piero because the right side of his face was disfigured in a duel. 
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Fig. 79. 
of Urbino. 

Piero della Franeesca. Battista Sforza, Duchess 
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On the "back of each of their two portraits are panels -with paintings 

showing a Renaissance version of a Roman triumphal procession 

(Figure 80). Fantastic unicorns pull the Duchess' chariot. The 

unicorn is symbolic of the purity of Jesus. Once again, there is 

an attempt to combine Christian symbolism with the symbolism of 

classical antiquity. This combination is extended to the point of 

having the scene rest on fake marble with an inscription praising 

the Duchess for being virtuous. 

At the Basilica di S. Francesca in Arezzo is the "Cycle of 

the True Cross." In this cycle, the Queen of Sheba and her entou

rage in the "Adoration of the Bridge" are shown with faces and 

fashions of ideal stock-type figures (Figure 8l). No portraiture 

was intended. The painting merely shows the contemporary ideal 

of fashion (Figure 82). The "Cycle of the True Cross" frescoes, 

painted on three walls, are Piero's single most important work. 

The subjects are all representative people of the Florentine 

Renaissance; elegant, mysterious,and fanciful (Figure 83). 

"The Legend of the True Cross" was a story invented during 

the Medieval period and was believed with much the same fervor as 

were the Biblical stories. The first scene shows the final illness 

and death of Adam. Both Adam and Eve are old. An angel tells the 

son, Seth, that a branch from the Tree of Knowledge will cure Adam. 

Seth returns with the branch but Adam had already died. The branch 

is planted on Adam's grave where it grows into a tree. Next, 

King Solomon builds a palace. A branch from the tree growing on 
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Fig. 80. Piero della Francesca. Chariot. Back panel of 
Portrait of Battista Sforza, Duchess of Urbino. 



Fig. 8l. Piero della Francesca. The Adoration of the 
Bridge. Detail. Mid 15th Century Florentine fashions. 



Fig. 82. Piero della Francesca. The Queen of Sheba. The 
Adoration of the Bridge. Detail. 
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Fig. 83. Piero della Francesca. The Adoration of the Bridge. 
Detail. Mid 15th Century Florentine headdresses, turban and sella. 
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Adam's grave is placed across a stream as a "bridge. The Queen of 

Sheba prophesies that the Cross of Jesus will "be made from the 

wood of the bridge. " The Queen kneels down and worships the wood 
13b 

of the bridge. 

Andrea Mantegna (1^31-1506) 

Mantegna, the most learned artist of his time, contributed the 

invention of secular multifigural scenes to the humanistic art 

movement. These scenes show a strong interest in interpersonal 

human relations. Mantegna's art is a continuum of Giotto's nar

rative style, but the people in Mantegna's compositions are talking 

about anything but religion. In his extraordinary fresco, "The 

Court of Gonzaga," there are actual portraits of the Duke, 

Ludovico Gonzaga, his wife, their children and some attendants of 

the court (Figure 84). The Duke is engaged in conversation with a 

messenger •while others sit and stand in informal poses. All are 

seen in clothing contemporary to the day. The Duke is given a 

prominent position. The wife and the rest of the family take their 

places in receding zones, all occupying their separate spaces. 

Gonzaga's court was known as one of taste and good breeding. 

Credit for this reputation goes to its humanist tutor, Vittorino 

da Feltra. It is said that Feltra permitted the girls of the court 

to be educated along with the boys in a coeducational situation. 

Ordinarily, girls would have been segregated from the boys and 

given a distinct course of study with emphasis on reading. 

13lT 
Goldstein, Lecture, 27 October I98O. 



Fig. 84. Andrea Mantegna. The Court of Gonzaga. 
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The Nude and Anatomy 

As Renaissance man developed his sensual acuity, his curiosity 

about human male anatomy 'was piqued. With few exceptions, female 

anatomy was still sketched in strange shapes and superstitions 

about female physiology still prevailed (Figure 85 and Figure 86). 

Leonardo's anatomical drawings, however, were the most accurate 

renderings of dissections (Figure 87). This suggests that Leonardo 

had to have a female cadaver at his disposal. Before 1600, it was 

illegal and sacrilegious to dissect a human body. Christians 

believed that on the day of the Last Judgement, the bodies would 

be resurrected from their graves and reunited with their souls. 

Therefore, no body may be desecrated. 

Since the Renaissance artists were interested in the sciences, 

their empirical investigations went beyond the decorative in their 

studies of the natural world. The artists of classical antiquity 

were interested only in the appearance of flesh and bones. The 

Renaissance man began to probe the interaction of all the parts of 

the human body. 

Sandro Botticelli (IW4-I5IO) 

"Venus Emerging from the Sea" is the second most important 
135 

iconography of women in the Florentine Renaissance (Figure 88). 

135 
In the opinion of this investigator, the Raphael Madonna del 

Granduca and the Botticelli Venus Emerging from the Sea comprise 
the essence of this dissertation. 
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Fig. 85. Arabic Schematic Female Anatomy. 
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Fig. 86. Austria Text. Female Anatomy. 



Fig. 87. Leonardo da Vinci. Female Anatomy. 



Fig. 88. Saxidro Botticelli. Venus Emerging from the Sea. 
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It contains images and symbols that could only "be understood by 

the neo-Platonic intelligentsia. The culmination of graphic 

humanism has been reached with this painting. Around 1300, the 

purpose of Giotto's art was to narrate stories about saints and the 

official church doctrine so that they could be understood by the 

common people. Almost 200 years later, allegorical art had become 

so complex that it could be understood only by the privileged few. 

"Venus Emerging from the Sea" symbolizes God fusing the divine 

spirit of the Virgin "with the idealized nude body of Venus. The 

nakedness symbolizes pure innocence of spirit and her delicate 
136 

features symbolize divine love and beauty (Figure 89). 

Venus uses her massive bundle of tendrillar hair as ethereal 

drapery (Figure 90). On shore awaits the personification of 

"Hour" to cover her with a "naturalistic" flower-festooned cloak 

while the sea breezes waft the shell on which she stands toward 

land. None of the figures stands solidly. All float on air. The 

schematic patterns in the water and on all surfaces are highly 

decorative. Botticelli's Venus holds the key to eternal bliss. 

She is man's teacher and mother. She is man's most splendid dream 

personified. 

135 
C. Smith, Taped Lecture, 17 June 1981. Smith contends that 

the testicles of Jupiter were thrown into the sea. The sea 
swallowed them up. This caused the sea to foam. Out of this 
concoction emerged Venus, the perfection of mysterious, aquatic 
beauty and divine spirit. 
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Fig. 89. Sandro Botticelli. Venus Emerging from the Sea. 
Detail. The drapery of snakey hair around an elongated neck. 
Her delicate features symbolize divine love and beauty. 



Fig. 90. Sand.ro Botticelli. Venus Emerging from the Sea. 
Detail. The female nude as pure innocence of spirit. 
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Botticelli's 'unusually graceful figures flit about in the 

"Primavera," the allegory of spring (Figure 91). This painting 

also attempts to give Christian meaning to pagan love. The clothed 

Venus symbolizes Christian love. The elongated figures •with their 

high center of gravity seem ethereal as they float about on tip-toes. 

The trees in the background seem to lock the figures onto a shallow 
137 

stage. The three graces are most seductive in their revealing 

gossamer garments (Figure 92). The complexity of the composition 

and the masterful execution are in sharp contrast to the early 

Italio-Byzantine icons. The delicate heads with the loose, erogenous 

hair are incredibly sophisticated (Figure 93). 

Simonetta Vespucci was reputed to have been the most beautiful 

woman who had ever lived. Every "neo-Platonic" man in Florence was 

in love with her. It is said that she was the inspiration for all 

of Botticelli's Venuses. None of them could have been portraits, 

unfortunately, since before any of the allegories were ever painted 

she died of consumption at the age of twenty-three (Figure 9*0 • 

Domenico Ghirlandaio (lW-9-1^9*0 

With Ghirlandaio, the humanistic awareness of the senses as 

learning devices becomes even more acute. Everything in this 

artist's environment was worthy of his study. Nothing was too 

humble for the brush of the artist. The "Virgin and Child" illus

trates how Ghirlandaio enjoyed packing in space with people, fruits, 

__ 

Goldstein, Lecture, 3 November i98o. 
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Fig. 91. Sandro Botticelli. Primavera 



Fig. 92. Sandro Botticelli. Primavera. Detail. The 
Three Graces. 
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Fig. 93. Sandro Botticelli. Prima vera. Detail. Delicate 
head of one of the Graces. 



Fig. 9b. Sandro Botticelli. Che Beautiful Simonetta. 
Note the extraordinarily simple headdressing and costume. 
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and objects (Figure 95)- Even though this is a religious painting, 

the objects are not symbolic of anything nor do they have religious 

value. Ghirlandaio 'is a naturalist and a humanist 'who derived 

great pleasure from painting his world of experiences. 

In "The Visitation," Mary and Elizabeth are both pregnant 

(Figure 96). These are typical Florentine ladies •who are meeting 

in the presence of other Florentines. The gowns are detailed with 

motifs and patterns and slashed sleeves. Ghirlandaio1s figures 

tend to be more static than Botticelli's but there is greater 

modeling in his figures than in Botticelli's paintings. Ghir

landaio had been criticized by the clergy for his lack of religious 

zeal and for painting secular objects. Despite the tirades of 

such men as Savonarola, there was no turning back the tides of 

humanism. 

In the "Adoration of the Shepherds," the figures in the fore

ground are kneeling before the ruins of an antique structure 

(Figure 97). Here too, Christianity is building upon the legacy 

of paganism. This painting moves back deep into space and is 

filled with naturalistic detail. Even the stubble on the unshaven 

faces of the shepherds can be seen. Joseph, who is shown as an 

old man, many years Mary's senior, turns to look at the three Kings 

coming from a distance. As is the custom, Joseph is painted in the 

background "which reveals the Florentine Renaissance men's perception 

of their parents. The mother was usually youthful and much closer 
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Fig. 95. Domenico Ghirlandaio. The Virgin and Child between 
Archangels Michael and Raphael with Saints Justus and Zenobius. 



Fig. 96. Domenico Ghirlandaio. The Visitation. Detail. 
Santa Maria Novella, Florence. Ladies of Fashion. 



Fig. 97. Domenico GMrlandaio. The Adoration of the 
Shepherds. The Academy, Florence. 
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to her children than the father. He was looked upon as a distant 

authoritarian figure while the mother was seen as an ally to her 

offspring. 

The appeal of Ghirlandaio's frescoes lies in the manner in 

which he painted contemporary Florentine society, especially the 

figures of gracefully attired ladies. In their portraits, the 

women were well dressed, hut do not appear uncomfortable as those 

ladies in Bronzoni's portraits. In Ghirlandaio's Portrait of a 

Young Lady, the sitter seems self-assured and confident that she is 

part of the "best of all possible worlds (Figure 98)* 

Leonardo da Vinci (1U52-1519) 

Leonardo has been called the ultimate Renaissance man. In art, 

he looked directly to nature for his source of inspiration and 

intellectual understanding. He put his faith in his five senses 

and he believed in the innate creative genius of the artist. Even 

during his lifetime, Leonardo was considered a revolutionary artist. 

He is given credit for the creation of the High Renaissance. At 

this point in time, the artists had reached a high level of sophis

tication and looked upon themselves as scientific investigators. 

Earlier in the Renaissance, the figures were static and formal 

whereas the figures of the High Renaissance appear to be able to 

move back and forth and in and out of different spatial zones 

with ease. 
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Fig. 98. Domenico Ghirlandaio. Portrait of a Young Lady. 
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The "Madonna of the Rocks" is one of Leonardo's few finished 

paintings (Figure 99). It has an unearthly landscape. During the 

Renaissance, mountains, rocks} and forest were sometimes used as*"' 

symbols of hell. Landscape was also used to reflect either mystery, 
138 

horror, and fear or tenderness, love, and security. The rock 

formation in this painting is made to look like a canopy beyond 

which are uncertainty and infinity. In front of this formation, 

children are playing under the tender and watchful eyes of a sweet-

faced mother (Figure 100). Evidently, this picture has had an 

emotional impact on many artists because it has been imitated 

numerous times. 

The "Virgin and Child with St. Anne" is Leonardo's single 

most important portable painting (Figure 101). This extraordinary 

painting is modest in size and is unfinished. The lower drapery of 

the Virgin is only an undercoat of paint. It is evident that the 

planning and the conceptualizing of the composition were more 

important to Leonardo than the finished product. Leonardo did two 

cartoons for this painting, one of which has been lost. The 

surviving cartoon is significantly different from the painting 

(Figure 102). There is more informality and emotional appeal in 

the painting than in the cartoon. In the painting, Jesus plays 

with the sacrificial lamb while in the cartoon he appears to be 

blessing St. John. The symbolism of Mary literally sitting in 

138 
Plumb, The Renaissance, pp. 97-98-
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Fig. 99• Leonardo da Vinci. Madonna of the Rocks. 

A finished painting. 
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Fig. 100. Leonardo da Vinci. Madonna of the Rocks. Detail. 
The tenderness of motherhood. 
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Fig. 101. Leonardo da Vinci. Virgin and Child with Saint 
Anne. The lineage of Jesus, the sacrificial lamb. 



Fig. 102. Leonardo da Vinci. Cartoon. Virgin and Child 
with Saint Anne and Saint John. 
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Anne's lap shows the historical continuity of the Christian Church. 

It is a graphic "way of demonstrating the lineage of Jesus. The 

composition of the painting has greater rhythm than the cartoon 

•with lines spiraling as Mary tends over to reach for the baby. 

Such dynamic, curvilinear positioning heralds the High Renaissance. 

The "Virgin and Child with St. Anne" exerted an enormous influence 

on the younger painters, especially Raphael and Michelangelo. 

Pietro Perugino (lV+6-1523) 

Pietro Perugino is important in the development of iconography 

"because all of his figures—except Mary—were painted from life 

while many of his contemporaries were still copying or painting 

from the imagination. In the "Adoration of the Magi,"the features 

of each man are life-like and distinguishable from one another 

(Figure 103). These subjects are "real" individuals, each with his 

own identity. Only Mary has the idealized features and she is 

shown wearing the traditional "blue cloak with gold border. Joseph, 

too, is wearing traditional garb, but all other people -are wearing 

contemporary Renaissance clothing. In this painting, nature is 

shown as an ideal stage setting. Space is created convincingly as 

the eye follows the road back into the landscape. The tree, sky and 

rocks are a backdrop for the action in front. 



103. Pietro Perugino. The Adoration of the Magi 
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Santi Raphael (1U83-1520) 

Raphael was born in Urbino, but went to Perugia to study with 

Perugino. Although Raphael did much copying from Maestro Perugino, 

this period in his life developed Raphael into a confirmed urbanite 

with a sophisticated eye for beauty. Raphael once told his friend, 

Castiglione, that in order to create a painting of a beautiful 

woman, he had to know many beautiful women. All of Raphael's 

portraits encompass his ideal of feminine beauty even though they 

convey the sitter's likeness. 

The "Veiled Woman" is said to have been a portrait of his 

mistress (Figure lOU). Even though there can be no doubt that she 

was idealized by Raphael, she still retains her identity. This is 

not the portrait of an aristocratic, isqprobable lady, but a portrait 

of a dark-haired peasant girl of unknown pedigree. Landscape is 

absent and the observer's eye is forced to concentrate on the repe

tition of oval shapes in the face, the necklace, the neckline and 

the sleeve. 

The "Alba Madonna" is a composition designed to conform to a 

compact circular space (Figure 105). It is one of Raphael's 

finest earlier Madonnas in which Mary appears to be an ideal 

aristocratic woman although in classic dress. Compare this compo

sition with the later circular painting called the "Madonna of the 

Chair" (Figure 106). The "Madonna of the Chair" is a dark-haired 

peasant girl wearing a t•urban on her head and she is holding a fat 



Fig. lOij-. Raphael. The Veiled Woman. A dark haired 
peasant girl. 



Fig. 105. Raphael, c. 1510. The Alba Madonna. 
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Fig. 106. Raphael. Madonna of the Chair. 
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bambino in her arms. Mary's traditional blue cloak with gold 

border is gone. 

Raphael's "Holy.Family" encompasses much of what he learned 

from Leonardo, but the chiaroscuro is distinctly Raphael's (Fig

ure 107). The same method is used to connote the lineage of Jesus 

as in Leonardo's "Virgin and Child with St. Anne" (Figure 101). 

Raphael's Virgin, however, does not look as comfortable, nor 

does she sit as firmly or squarely in Anne's lap as does Leonardo's 

figure. In the "Holy Family," Joseph can be seen in the background 

as the shadowy father figure of the Renaissance. 

The "Pregnant Woman" is particularly interesting in showing the 

changing attitudes toward the iconography of women (Figure 108). 

Back in the mid-fifteenth century, Piero della Francesca handled 

the subject of pregnancy with what was then considered a great 

deal of discretion for his time (Figure 78). Yet, he had to be 

much more graphic for his audience by unbuttoning the Madonna's 

dress while she pointed to her condition. At the same time, Piero's 

Madonna could not be just any pregnant woman; she had to come to us 

in the guise of the Virgin Mary. Raphael, on the other hand, is 

painting for a much more sophisticated audience. Raphael's "Preg

nant Woman" looks out at us confidently while she rests her hand 

lightly on her enlarged belly. 

At the beginning of his Florentine period, Raphael painted the 

"Madonna del Granduca" now in the Palazzo Pitti (Figure 109). It 
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Fig. 107. Raphael. The Holy Family. 



Fig. 108. Raphael. The Pregnant Woman 
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Fig. 109. Raphael. Madonna del Granduca. 
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is the most celebrated of his paintings of the Virgin. Mary has a 

feminine beauty that evolved from Perugino, Raphael's teacher, and 

from the inspiration of Leonardo. Yet, the painting is singularly 
139 

Raphael's own ideal of a beautiful woman and epitomizes the 

woman of the Florentine Renaissance at her very best. Here is the 

ideal of womanhood combined with the features of a Florentine 

lady. All the techniques of painting that took 200 years to develop 

are combined in perfect harmony in the fusion of the spirit and the 

flesh. 

Michelangelo Buonarroti 

Michelangelo's androgenous figures seem to blur the polarities 

of sex in order to create super-human beings (Figure 110). Her

maphroditism as a concept was current in his day among the educated 

elite, although, in reality, hermaphrodites were condemned as 

monsters. Castiglione expressed the humanistic view that 

. . . .  M a l e  a n d  f e m a l e  a r e  b y  n a t u r e  a l w a y s  t o g e t h e r .  .  .  
and as one sex alone shows imperfection, ancient theologians 
attribute both sexes to God; hence, Orpheus said that Jove 
was male and female; and we read in the Holy Writ that God 
created man male and female in His own likeness; and the 
poets, in speaking of the gods, often confuse the sex.^0 

This concept was also a way to rationalize the existence of 

learned women. The very few elite women who could read and write 

139 
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1^0 
Alexander, Lions and Foxes, p. 327* 
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Fig. 110. Michelangelo. The Androgenaus Cumaen Sibyl. 
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and converse were praised by men of learning as having "virago" 
Ikl 

(man, virile), the mind and courage to think like men. The 

term "virago" was the Renaissance man's highest compliment to a 

woman. It meant that she was almost equal to man in learning. 

Michelangelo considered himself a sculptor rather than a painter, 

hut, in either medium, Michelangelo is the ultimate genius of 

Renaissance art. The fleeting moment of the human spirit is frozen 

into all his work. The "pieta" sculpture in St. Peter's Cathedral 

expresses the neo-platonic doctrine that physical beauty reflects 
lk2 

divine spirit which is eternal, never aging. The Madonna is 

young and beautiful; therefore, it is certain that her soul will 

remain forever beautiful, too. 

"Holy Family" also known as the "Doni Tondo" is the only sur

viving portable work by Michelangelo (Figure 111). The spiraling 

twists, turns and rhythm must have been inspired by Leonardo's 

"Virgin and Child with Saint Anne" (Figure 101) but the figures 

do not move as gracefully as those by Leonardo. Once again, young 

Mary and old Joseph are positioned in their respective zones with 

Joseph behind Mary. Here, also, is another application of classical 

Since it was considered a fact that only men make good 
rulers, the exceptional women who ruled nations obviously pos
sessed virago, for example, Queen Elizabeth I in a later period. 

Ik2 
Plumb, The Renaissance, pp. 107-111. 



Fig. 111. Michelangelo. Holy Family. 
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antiquity to the Christian story; the monochromatic boys in the 
ll+3 

background symbolize the classical ideal state of man. 

Michelangelo owed much to Masaccio by -way of inspiration and 

he was reported to have spent much time studying the Masaccio 

nude figures of Adam and Eve (Figure 7^), but Michelangelo goes 

far beyond Masaccio in the musculature and in the convolution of 

his figures on their own axes. Michelangelo's use of "contraposto" 

expresses the High Renaissance ideal of movement. Contraposto is 

the combination of two opposing movements in a single attitude 
lVf 

•which produces tension in the figure. It is energy waiting to 

be released. It is the humanistic expression of love. 

Titian (1U77-1576) 

Until 1500, the Renaissance art movement had developed in 

central Italy with Florence as its center. With the rebuilding 

of Rome, the Papacy began to attract the great artistic geniuses 

to St. Peter's Cathedral. In Venice in the meantime, Georgione and 

his pupil, Titian, were creating a High Renaissance of ,art that 

showed an Oriental influence, while at the same time Titian worked 

in the Florentine Mannerist style. 

Titian's "Venus of the Sea" (Figure 112), who is shown standing 

thigh-high in water, is only a distant relative to Botticelli's 

1^3 
Goldstein, Lecture, 21 November 1980. 
Ibk 
Smart, The Renaissance and Mannerism in Italy, p. 109. 
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Fig. 112. Titian. Venus of the Sea 
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"Venus Emerging from the Sea" (Figure 88). Botticelli's Venus was 

a virginal Venus -with a nude body that reflected purity and intel

lectual innocence. Titian's Venus is a sensual and voluptuous 

courtesan "wringing dry her long "brown hair. Where Botticelli's 

Venus appears self-conscious, Titian's Venus seems quite aware of 

self. The small shell afloat on the water has virtually lost its 

meaning. Without it, there is no Venus, only a woman. Botticelli's 

Venus modestly drapes her long tresses to hide her pubic hair, but 

Titian's Venus is audaciously enticing. The Titian Venus is a 

tribute to the sixteenth-century concept of feminine beauty, a woman 

who was born for sensual love. The Botticelli Venus is the fifteenth-

century Florentine ideal of feminine beauty: pale, elongated, 

somewhat detached and ethereal. 

Titian's "Sacred and Profane Love," also called "Artless and 

Sated Love" is an iconography of the sixteenth-century interpre

tation of that physical and spiritual love concept promulgated by 

Marsillio Ficino (Figure 113). The clothed female figure with 

gloved hand represents the profane, the physical, the sensual love. 

She is in her earthly finery while the female nude, superior in 

attitude, represents spiritual love and virginal beauty. This 

painting shows how Renaissance man begins by accepting the pleasures 

of sensual love in the beauty of a partictilar woman and then finds 

himself uplifted to divine love and ideal universal beauty. 



Fig. 113. Titian. Sacred and Profane Love. 
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Abstract Idealism-Humanistic Idealism, 
Teacher-Mother, Christian-Pagan 

The Florentine Renaissance is considered to be the most bril

liant and most artistically creative age in the history of mankind. 

The Florentine Renaissance -was also an age of villainy. Inconceiv

able brutality existed side by side with genius. Great mansions 

loomed over the poverty of odoriferous city slums. Philosophers 

eulogized about love and beauty while lesser poets told crude 

tales of bawdiness and sex. It was an age of the double standard 

when a mistress was a necessary status symbol for a gentleman and 
1^5 

illegitimate children were the rule, not the exception. 

The glorification of women was infused with condescension. 

A woman was not important for herself as an individual human being 

but for what she could do for her lover and what she could bring to 
lU6 

the matrimonial alliance. It was the rare and wealthy woman who 

could win freedom enough to express her own individuality and feel 

equal to all men. 

Yet, the Florentine Renaissance was an age out of which bloomed 

a higher meaning of love than merely carnal knowledge. This was 

also an age in which a doctrine of good manners developed as a 

necessary tool for good business and interpersonal relations. The 

Florentine Renaissance was the age in which the iconography of 

155 
Marek, The Bed and the Throne, p. 
lk6 
Ibid., p. 9. 
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woman was humanized. Mary, the majestic Queen of Heaven, became the 

suffering mother of Jesus and Venus, the goddess of classical an

tiquity, taught Renaissance man the eternal secrets of divine 
1U7 

love. 

Henry Anatole Grunwald, "Andre Malraux; The Gods in Art," 
Horizon, November 1958, p. 113. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The drama of the early and middle Renaissance took place 

primarily in the city-state of Florence in the province of Tuscany. 

There was a general shift from a belief in a theocentric universe 

to an exploration of an anthropocentric universe. The changing 

ideas resulted in the changing symbolic forms of woman. 

During this period, the Florentine Renaissance man was the 

protagonist. Much is known about him, but there is little of sub

stance that is known about the Florentine Renaissance woman. What 

is known about her comes partly through the literature and paintings 

created by the Florentine Renaissance man. The discovery of the 

ik27 census of Florence reveals some additional and surprising 

information from which we can surmise what the status of women was. 

Francesco di Marco Datini, the fourteenth century Tuscan merchant, 

also left some worthwhile inventory lists and letters that are 

invaluable to our understanding of the times. What is known, 

however, is that even though the Florentine Renaissance society was 

solidly male oriented, the culture of the age was fashioned to the 

tastes of the Florentine Renaissance woman. She was responsible for 

the eventual new breed of Renaissance gentleman. 

It seems that all the appropriate stimuli coincided to produce 

the most creative age known to western civilization. The cult of 
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the clan and the need of the famiglias to make others aware of 

their greatness attracted the most talented and creative young men 

of the period to Florence. Novelty, wealth and genius comprised the 

formula that stimulated the humanistic philosophy and the intro

duction of the empirical method. The iconographies of woman re

flected this formula as the female morphology became emotionally 

finite and tactile. 

In reality, the male heads of the 10 wealthiest families of 

Florence were in control of the city-state. Their aesthetic tastes 

were expressed in the art, architecture and literature of the 

Florentine Renaissance. As the patronage of the patriciate guilds 

died, the patronage of these great families supported the beauti-

fication and education of Florence. The artistic manifestations 

commemorated their Christian-humanistic philosophy. The under

standing of this historical era, spanning 250 years, is limited by 

the predominating visibility, power and wealth of these few families. 

From about 1300 to 1550, the iconographies of woman evolved 

from abstract idealism to humanistic idealism. There was little 

realism in the art of that age even though the renditions of the 

early Florentine Renaissance were met with approval by the masses. 

The Florentine art of the neo-Platonists, however, became more 

private and elite, but still remained humanistic. The artists 

throughout the period depicted woman as larger than life. Whether 

metaphysical or humanistic in philosophy, the paintings were 

idealistic. 
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The roles of the sexes in the Florentine Renaissance period 

remained traditional. The male roles were public, professional and 

financial leadership roles. The female roles were teacher and 

mother. Iconographies, as personifications of abstract ideas, 

adopted the roles allotted to the sexes by the Florentine culture 

and the roles were acted out according to the philosophy of that age. 

During the early Florentine Renaissance, the female iconographies 

were distinguishable and personified different abstractions. Only 

towards the middle cinquecento did the iconographies become blurred 

and plainly erotic. 

Disease, famine and death haunted the daily life of Renaissance 

man. He was an urban man, a busy banker or merchant, sophisticated 

and internationally influential. He was egotistical and had pride 

in his city, his family and his possessions. He believed that the 

greatness of ancient Rome was his legacy. 

As with men who had gone before him, the Florentine Renaissance 

man's destiny was to come to terms with his mortality. He sought 

to conquer the unknown through empirical inquiry and mathematics 

instead of with a synthesis of faith and reason as man had tried 

in the medieval period. He came to terms with his mortality through 

the establishment of patrilinear famiglias and he found the image 

of eternal life through portraiture. 

It was the destiny of the Florentine Renaissance woman to be 

alluring in appearance and to be the receptacle of her husband's 
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seed, thereby perpetuating the patrilineage. The Renaissance 

woman's silhouette was reminiscent of the Minoan Snake Goddess 

(Compare Figure 7 "with Figure 22). The clothing exposed the breasts 

and kept the legs in seclusion. Much emphasis was placed upon the 

visibility of the breasts and the invisibility of the female form 

from the waist downward. Florentine Renaissance man seemed to be 

preoccupied with the breasts as if they were the source of his 

very being. Even writers extolled the virtues of breast feeding. 

In art, one exposed breast signified motherhood (Figure 15) while 

both breasts exposed signified prostitution (Figure 37). 

Teacher: Eve and Venus 

In order to become a responsible man, the child is forced by 

nature to leave the paradise of his maternal matrix. Florentine 

Renaissance man was born in the city and he had to learn to deal 

with the complex problems of city survival. He also fantasized 

about the simpler, bucolic life. Woman had the role of helping 

man adjust to the realities of life. The task of taming and train

ing man for civilization was left to woman. She taught him how to 

wear clothes, how to eat food and how to get along with his fellow 

men. A complaint of the Christian leaders of the Florentine Re

naissance was that mothers spoiled their sons and sissified them by 

teaching them good manners. With knowledge came responsibility. 

Masaccio shocked the world by personifying the teacher and the 

pupil in the nude, but this was a literal interpretation of the 
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Bible according to humanistic concepts (Figure 70). There is human 

emotion expressed in the slumped shoulders of Adam and the -wailing 

mouth of Eve. God made Eve the instrument of man's knowledge. God 

expelled Adam from the maternal matrix, "brut it -was Eve -who taught 

man how to survive. By gaining knowledge, however, he also had to 

learn how to labor. 

At the time of the Florentine Renaissance, the Adam and Eve 

legend was still given the interpretation of the Church Fathers. 

Eve was sinful because she caused the fall of man. As Adam and 

Eve were parents of the human race, so too, Masaeeio's couple were 

the parents of all succeeding painted Renaissance nudes. 

For the first time since before the Middle Ages human nude 

bodies were painted with sexual distinction. Neither one is an

drogynous, nor are the reproductive organs inoffensively covered 

by clothing. The seat of passion had been exposed. The interest 

in human anatomy was sparked. Although the male anatomy was studied 

as if there were an interaction of blood, flesh, and bones, the 

female anatomy was depicted for its spiritual value. 

Botticelli's"Venus Emerging from the Sea"(Figure 88) developed 

physically since Masaeeio's Eve had first seen the light of day, 

but even Botticelli's Venus is physically disproportioned and 

anatomically improbable. There is no hint of skeletal structure 

beneath the flesh; the body is elongated and the arms are dispro

portionately long; the body appears weightless as it is delicately 
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balanced on tiny feet. The weight of the hair alone would be 

enough to throw back her head and break her neck. But she is a 

wonder of wonders. She is the best teacher iconography of the 

Florentine Renaissance. Here is Botticelli's Venus at the very 

moment when Renaissance man is at the height of his era and at 

his most brilliant and virile self. 

Botticelli's Venus is related to her classical sister in that 

Botticelli was only interested in the surface of the female body and 

in conveying a sensual message. She appears soft and smooth to the 

touch and therefore enticing. She is modest: her glance is averted 

and she innocently awaits to be clothed with a flowered robe. The 

viewer's eyes are bombarded with stimulating sights and textures 

and the cool sea breezes feel moist against the bare skin. Botti

celli's Venus invites the observer to touch, but not to use. 

Eve took man out of the land of ignorance and gave him mundane 

knowledge. Botticelli's Venus Emerging from the Sea took the 

knowledgeable, sophisticated humanist and gave him a taste of 

spiritual eternity. She gave him carnal love that was a religious 

experience. 

Botticelli's Venus expressed the essence of Ficino's Platonic 

Academy. Through her, Botticelli expressed the emotions of man's 

soul tinder the spell of love. Nothing further could be said on the 

subject. In time, the teacher iconography lost her purity and 

innocence. She became Titian's Venus of the Sea, sensuous and 
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voluptuous (Figure 112). Titian's Venus had the ability to transport 

men to heaven, but she also reminded him that good times were to 

"be had right here on earth. The "background is sparse and the 

viewer is forced to concentrate on the symbolic shell, the hair and 

the broad hips. She is the naked courtesan of the Renaissance. 

Titian would have been well acquainted with courtesans since 

they were abundant in the port city of Venice. The courtesan was 

the real flesh and bones teacher of Renaissance man. She dressed 

seductively in the height of fashion. She was a showy, beautiful 

and tangible status symbol. She was well-educated and entertaining. 

The courtesan lost value as a teacher and a status symbol in the 

middle of the sixteenth century at the very same time that the 

iconographies of women lost clarity and became earthy and erotic 

and even pornographic. 

Mother; Mary and Venus 

The state of Renaissance human relationships give credence to 

the theory that biological parenting may come naturally, but psycho

logical parenting is learned. Because of the tremendous waste of 

human lives and the high mortality rate among children, it would 

have been emotionally hazardous for adults to form a strong and 

permanent bond between the parent and child. As for the son, he 

knew his father hardly at all •while a youth and his young mother was 

more of an older playmate than she was a parent. Then, too, the 

probabilities were strong that his mother would have died before he 

reached adulthood. 
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The young male of the Florentine Renaissance had little oppor

tunity to know or understand "women, much less to experience love 

or to create an emotional "bond with anyone. Under the circumstances, 

it is not surprising that homosexuality was prevalent. The boy 

must have been emotionally isolated. It is no wonder that woman 

seemed mysterious and inferior at the same time. This created an 

opportune condition for the cult of the Virgin Mary. 

To the male adult, his mother must have been the goddess of 

his childhood who gave him life and acted as a mediary between 

himself and his distant father. His mother would be like no other 

woman. Since he could not envision his mother committing a sexual 

act, she would have been to him a virgin made fruitful by God. 

She would have been morally superior and spiritually strong. She 

was a protectress (Figure 76). She was the enthroned Madonna, 

majestic and larger than life (Figure 68). She was the abstract 

ideal of womanhood. 

Technically, the humanization of the mother iconography could 

never have been executed without the discovery of perspective. 

Man became the reference point by which all other things were 

measured. When man made space relative to himself, Mary came in 

from outer space. Before this discovery, the image of Mary was 

placed against a two-dimensional gold leaf background (Figure 59) •  

Her point of reference was immaterial. She was the image of a demi-

goddess who was venerated and the gold leaf was her ethereal ra

diance. 
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Metaphysically, the external nature of the painting was an 

imitation of the essential nature of reality. Reality was the 

abstract essence of the supernatural. The two-dimensional Italo-

Byzantine icons were only images of the Virgin even though they 

possessed the essence and power of the Virgin herself. The Virgin 

was in heaven and nothing on earth could make her materialize. 

The illusion of three-dimensional space was accomplished through 

the use of mathematical perspective. A two-dimensional surface 

became a stage set for the performance of a drama. The setting 

told the observer the time, place and circumstance. The scenery is 

earthly, not heavenly. The architecture and landscape are familiar 

to the audience who can relate to the action. In Perugino's"Ado

ration of the Magi"(Figure 103) all the players except for Mary are 

painted with individual human features. Mary came down from heaven 

to be among the mortals of the Renaissance. Here art became a 

spiritual reality, not merely an imitation. Through the inter

action of the subjects, the artist gave the painting a life of its 

own. 

In the"Primavera"(Figure 91), Botticelli's pagan Venus is the 

Earth Goddess who symbolizes Christian love. Here, too, the action 

takes place on a stage set. Life is renewing itself and Jesus is 

resurrected. Here, Venus, clothed, is pure and the giver of 

divine love. Mary is further humanized by coming in the guise 

of Venus. 
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Raphael's"Madonna del Granduca"is the loveliest of all Madonnas 

(Figure 109). She is the iconography of the universal, idealized, 

Florentine mother. She is spiritual, yet she is human. She is the 

young mother of every Florentine Renaissance man. She is enveloped 

in warm darkness •which enhances her fine Florentine features. She 

does not possess ethereal radiance, but rather a warm, inner glow. 

Implications for Today 

After the Florentine Renaissance, the iconography of woman 

became plainly erotic. It became more sentimental and rapacious. 

Artists discovered the sensuality of light and how to paint it. 

They" made the source of light come from inside the painting to show 

greater contrasts of light and dark. They let it play and glow 

upon the soft skin of woman. The distinguishing iconographies of 

the Florentine Renaissance seemed to fade and in their places 

appeared an iconography of woman as prey. The investigation of the 

iconography of woman after 1550 in Italy is beyond the scope of 

this study, but there are indications that the iconography deterio

rated further. 

The Renaissance Age,which began by questioning life and finding 

it precious, serves as the foundation upon which the present age 

of high technology has been built. The iconography of the Floren

tine Renaissance depended upon the painter's brush and the sculptor's 

chisel to give it form. To these tools, the present age has added 

photography, motion pictures,and television. Although the 
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contemporary technology has advanced positively, the iconography 

which is produced "by these advanced media has become a major cause 

for concern. Today the public is being assaulted by pornographic 

iconography in all media. If iconography is a set of symbolic 

forms which combine to personify a specific idea, -what does the 

pornographic iconography of woman produced by the media of pho

tography, motion pictures and television mean? How is man looking 

at his universe today? What is the information he is trying to 

convey? 

In principle, Florentine Renaissance man was interested in the 

divine spirit of woman and 'what good she could do for his soul. 

Today, there are flesh and blood -women posing as subjects in the 

production of pornographic iconography. There is no artist's 

sketch -which interprets a message for us; -what- is seen is a real 

person, a female in motion consenting to the outrageous liberties 

that are taken with her -body. Pornography personifies violence 

against women in the most degrading and demeaning forms imaginable. 

It personifies man's anger against -woman. Could this anger be 

caused by intimidation? 

Until the present time, man was secure in the knowledge that 

he had supremacy over woman. Old beliefs about male dominance 

were guaranteed truths that were transmitted from generation to 

generation. The biological determinism of -women "was the basis for 

generating the rationale that kept her within the confines of the 
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iconographic parameters of teacher and mother. These metaphors 

were socially solidified by male self-interest and accepted as 

self-limiting by women. Woman's primary function was biological 

motherhood. 

The technology that is being used to produce pornographic 

iconography today is the same technology that is changing the 

function of women in today's society. Woman's biological mother

hood is no longer the major reason for her existence. Woman's 

body is no longer a mystery and has lost its magic as a repro

ductive machine. Thanks to modern medicine, woman does not need to 

be in a constant state of pregnancy in order to perpetuate the 

human race. In addition, the Church Fathers' concept of original 

sin has lost its stigma. 

The roles of man and woman should be undergoing a process of 

reciprocity and this would be a cause for great upheaval in our 

lives. The man who lacks self-confidence in his sexual identity 

would be intimidated by the woman who attempts to crash the limits 

of her traditional parameters. The woman who feels too insecure 

to select from the new options presented to her is an unwitting 

accomplice in creating the pornographic iconography by submitting 

to indignities. 

As biological determinism becomes less of a factor in role 

assignment, both men and women may gain greater confidence in 

themselves and each other. The iconography of woman may become 
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that of companion and personify the idea of a union of equals. 

Instead of the iconography of mother, there -will be a personifi

cation of shared parenthood. The parent-companion iconography 

will personify the concept of man and woman learning sublime truths 

from one another. The personification will represent equality and 

growth between the sexes—a union of equals. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

A. The concept of fashion began with the Florentine Renaissance. 

International communication and sumptuary laws were but two causes 

for the acceleration of fashion change. Fashion change as well as 

the socio-psychological attitudes of a period are reflected in the 

iconography of woman. 

It is recommended that studies be made of dress and nudity in 

the iconography of woman in the periods between 1550 and the present. 

The neo-classic, impressionistic, and expressionistic periods would 

be especially apropos. 

B. Contemporary life has changed drastically since World 

War II. We have now entered the Information Age with the trans

mission of digital data by satellite communication systems. There 

is no doubt that the Information Age will alter the iconography of 

woman as well. 

It is recommended that a study be made to show what the effects 

of the Information Age has or will have on the iconography of 

woman. 
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C. This study has discovered two distinct and traditional 

iconographies of •woman for the Florentine Renaissance period. 

It is recommended that a similar study be made to discover 

•what were the iconographies of man during the Florentine Renais

sance period. 

D. There is also a third iconography of woman, the lover, 

in the Florentine Renaissance period. At first, portraiture de

picted the wives of men in high places; later portraits depicted 

mistresses of art patrons or the artists themselves. 

It is recommended that a study be made of portraiture in the 

Florentine and High Renaissance to investigate the significance of 

the lover iconography. 
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AEEENDIX B 

FLORENTINE REMISSMCE CHRONICLE OF EVENTS 

Saint Francis Assisi 

Saint Thomas Aquinas 

Giovanni C imbue 

Duccio 

Dante Alighieri 

Giotto di Bondone 

Black Death 

Simone Martini 

Francesco Petrarch 

Giovanni Boccaccio 

Founding of Medici Bank in Florence 

Donatello's "David" 

Brunelleschi's Foundling Hospital, Florence 

Masaccio's frescoes in Brancacci Chapel, Florence 

Masaccio 

Beginning of Medici power in Florence under Cosimo 

Brunelleschi's dome on Florence Cathedral completed 

Masolino 

Invention of printing in Germany 

Fra Angelico 

Lorenzo Ghiberti 
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11+62 Platonic Academy founded in Florence 

11+61+ End of great Medici pcwer of Florence tinder Cosimo 

d. 11+66 Donatello 

d. 11+69 Fra Filippo Lippi 

II+69 Dominance of Florence "by Lorenzo di'Medici "begins 

d. 11+70 Piero Pollauiolo 

d. 11+72 Leo Battista Alberti 

11+78 Pazzi uprising in Florence 

11+81+ Strazzi Palace, Florence 

d. ll»88 Andrea del Verrocchio 

d. 11+92 Lorenzo the Magnificent 

d. 11+92 Hero della Francesca 

11+92 Columbus discovers the New World, Spain 

II+9I+ Invasion of Italy "by Charles VIII of France 

d. ll+9l+ Damenico Ghirlandaio 

d. II+9I+ Pico della Mirandola 

ll+9l+- Dominance of Savonarola in Florence 
11+98 

d. II+98 Antonio Pollauiolo 

d. 11+99 Marsillio Ficino 

1505 Michelangelo's "David" 

d. 1506 Andrea Montegna 

d. 1510 Sandro Botticelli 

1512 Medici Family restored to power in Florence 



1516 

1517 

1519 

1520 

1513' 
1522 

1523 

1523 

1526 

1527 

1527 

1529 

1530 

1530 

1530 

153^ 

1535 

1537 

1558 

1U9^-
1559 

156*1 

1571 

Pope Julius II, Rome 

Giovanni Bellini 

Luther's attack against indulgences, Germany 

Leonardo da Vinci 

Santi Raphael 

Pope Leo X, Rome 

Pietro Perugino 

Signorelli 

Carpaccio 

Niccolo Machiavelli 

Expulsion of Medici from Florence 

Baldasar Castiglione 

End of Florence as independent city-state, second 
ascendancy of Medici 

Andrea del Sarto 

Invention of spinning -wheel in Germany 

Antonio Allegri da Corregio 

Sir Thomas More, England 

Cosimo I, Grand Duke of Tuscany. Medici hereditary 
Grand Dukes of Tuscany 

Dome and Nave of St. Peter's, Rome, begun 

French-Italian Wars. End of Florentine Republic 

Michelangelo Buonarroti 

Benvenuto Cellini 
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d. 1572 Bronzino 

d. 157^ Giorgio Vasari 

d. 1576 Titian, Venice 


